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Real Insider Trading

Michael A. Perino

Abstract

In popular rhetoric, insider trading cases are about leveling the playing field between elite market participants and ordinary investors. Academic critiques vary. Some depict an untethered insider trading doctrine that enforcers use to expand their power and enhance their discretion. Others see enforcers beset with agency cost problems who bring predominantly simple, easily resolved cases to create the veneer of vigorous enforcement. The debate has, to this point, been based mostly on anecdote and conjecture rather than empirical evidence. This Article addresses that gap by collecting extensive data on 465 individual defendants in civil, criminal, and administrative actions to assess how enforcers operationalize insider trading doctrine. The cases enforcement authorities bring are shaped by a complex and cross-cutting set of institutional and individual incentives, cognitive biases, legal requirements, the history of failed enforcement efforts, and the way in which the agency and the self-regulatory organizations deploy their investigatory resources. SEC enforcement is dominated by small stakes,
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opportunistic trading by mid-level employees and their friends and family, most often involving M&A transactions. Those cases settle quickly, half within thirty days of filing. Criminal enforcement is generally reserved for more serious cases, measured by, among other things, the type of defendant, the size of the insider trading network, and the profits earned. In both settings, there is little evidence that enforcers are systematically stretching the boundaries of insider trading doctrine.
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I. Introduction

Early on a September morning in 2012, two FBI agents knocked on John Johnson’s door. Johnson, in his mid-forties, had been a securities market professional (SMP) for years, and was, at the time, the Chief Investment Officer for a public pension fund. The agents wanted to know about a trade he made in his personal account in July 2008. Just a few days before Brocade Communications, Inc. announced it was acquiring Foundry Networks, Inc., Johnson bought a small number of out-of-the-money Foundry call options and common shares. Foundry’s stock price rose 32 percent and Johnson made $136,000. Johnson admitted to the agents that he traded on material nonpublic information (MNPI) and agreed to cooperate in a criminal case brought against his immediate source, a hedge fund employee, and the original source of the information, Foundry’s Chief Information Officer. Johnson pled guilty and, due in part to his cooperation, was fined and given a suspended sentence.

I had the opportunity to interview Johnson, and I asked him why he traded and why he thought he could get away with it. Recently divorced and unemployed, Johnson was desperate for money. But he also thought that prosecutors and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) would not bother with him. Johnson believed that insider trading was endemic
among professional traders and that far more prominent traders were exploiting this kind of information on a massive scale, far in excess of his one comparatively small trade.\textsuperscript{12} “I was,” he told me, “just a guy from Denver.”\textsuperscript{13}

Johnson’s impression of how and why enforcers target insider trading is not unusual. In popular rhetoric, insider trading prosecutions are about leveling the playing field and making markets fair for ordinary investors.\textsuperscript{14} The former United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York, Preet Bharara, whose office prosecuted Johnson, called insider traders “cheaters” who “rigged” the market, and he vowed to “investigate and prosecute this crime aggressively.”\textsuperscript{15} Insider trading rhetoric has always had a populist overtone, and Bharara saved special condemnation for the “most advantaged, privileged, and wealthy insiders in modern finance,” who violate the law to reap even greater wealth or to benefit “their friends and relatives at the expense of the trading public.”\textsuperscript{16} The SEC generally views insider trading enforcement as a core component of its investor protection mandate, leading SEC officials to similar promises.\textsuperscript{17}

Johnson’s confidence that enforcement authorities would not bother with his case was clearly wrong, at least in hindsight. But was he just unlucky, or did he fundamentally misunderstand how prosecutors and the SEC actually deploy their enforcement resources?

That question is subject to a wide-ranging debate. Indeed, enforcement rhetoric is far removed from the critique of insider trading generally found on law review pages. While some argue

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{12} Id.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{13} Id.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{14} See Preet Bharara, The Future of White Collar Enforcement: A Prosecutor’s View, U.S. DEP’T OF JUST., https://perma.cc/KR9J-EEV6 (last updated May 13, 2015) (explaining that the fight against white collar crime stems from a commitment to the principle that markets should be fair, playing fields should be level, and citizens’ accounts should be secure).
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{15} Id.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{16} Id.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{17} See What We Do, U.S. SEC. & EXCH. COMM’N, https://perma.cc/XA4D-W5TD (last updated June 10, 2013) (including the investigation of insider trading among the important aspects of protecting investors).
\end{flushleft}
that most forms of insider trading should be legal, much of the current criticism focuses on regulation and enforcement. Many commentators complain that Congress, largely for political expediency, has never defined it. Instead, insider trading is enforced through Section 10(b)'s catch-all antifraud provision, leading to a doctrine that is poorly theorized and riddled with inconsistencies. To avoid a blueprint for fraud the SEC has eschewed bright-line rules, but critics charge this approach is more about maximizing agency power and discretion than it is about preventing clever insider trading schemes. “The result of executive agency ambiguity layered on top of congressional ambiguity,” one set of critics complained, “is judicial power to decide what is and what is not illegal,” which raises separation of powers, accountability, and due process concerns, especially in criminal prosecutions.

For legal academics, the doctrinal problems are legion. They fret over the uncertain parameters of materiality. They worry about the lack of clarity regarding which duties of trust and confidence are sufficient to give rise to an insider trading claim if breached or whether liability should be based on such

21. See Baer, supra note 19, at 138–45.
26. See Joan MacLeod Heminway, Just Do It! Specific Rulemaking on Materiality Guidance in Insider Trading, 72 La. L. Rev. 999, 1000 (2012).
27. See Anderson, supra note 18, at 75–78.
Much recent scholarship focuses on what if any benefit a tipper must receive in order to create liability for tippees. And there is a general sense that enforcers have exploited these gaps and uncertainties to expand insider trading liability too far; a view occasionally reinforced in the popular press when enforcers target high-profile defendants. Some see civil and criminal enforcers as a tag-team, with the SEC and the judiciary liberally expanding the scope of liability in civil cases with lower burdens of proof and prosecutors exploiting those precedents to overreach in criminal ones.

But these critiques of aggressive and expansive litigation sit uncomfortably beside broader challenges to enforcement choices. Jonathan Macey and others argue that the SEC has strong institutional incentives to maximize the total number of cases brought and resolved and the penalties collected because congressional overseers tend to focus on those simple metrics to measure SEC effectiveness. The agency therefore goes after “low-hanging fruit;” it avoids difficult, time consuming cases against high-profile or well-resourced defendants in favor of easy ones that are likely to settle quickly.

U.S. Attorneys have...

30. See Jonathan R. Macey, The Genius of the Personal Benefit Test, 69 STAN. L. Rev. ONLINE 64, 72 (2016) (“The government’s objection to the status quo as reflected in Dirks and Newman is not to the ambiguity of these decisions but rather to the restraints they impose on the government’s power and prosecutorial discretion.”).
34. See Macey, supra note 33, at 646–47.
been similarly criticized for their unwillingness to try cases unless they have overwhelming evidence of guilt.\textsuperscript{35}

None of these depictions seems entirely satisfying. Enforcement rhetoric is clearly overblown. Numerous high-profile targets have gone unprosecuted despite strong evidence of guilt while small traders, who are neither privileged nor wealthy, are frequently targeted. Pursuing expansive definitions of insider trading, particularly against well-resourced defendants, is a poor strategic choice for an agency bent on maximizing quick settlements as these cases are likely to be vigorously contested. And, while there are certainly ambiguities in insider trading law, are those ambiguities really any more substantial than the ambiguities found in mail and wire fraud or other white collar offenses?\textsuperscript{36} But beyond these generalities the fundamental problem in evaluating these competing claims is that we lack the data necessary to rigorously analyze them.

What we know about law enforcement efforts typically comes from reported opinions and from journalistic accounts of prominent cases.\textsuperscript{37} While such sources are useful, they can be misleading for obtaining an accurate picture of real insider trading enforcement as it actually occurs on the ground. Doctrinal scholarship often devotes inordinate attention to the latest Supreme Court opinion or to cases with unusual fact patterns. Such scholarship can highlight otherwise obscure inconsistencies or doctrinal gaps, but without reliable data showing how those cases fit into the broader framework of insider trading enforcement, we run the risk that those lacunae

\textsuperscript{35} See Jesse Eisinger, \textit{The Chickenshit Club} 293 (2017).


will assume outsized importance in academic and policy debates. Examining how SEC enforcement officials and prosecutors operationalize insider trading doctrine allows scholars and legislators to evaluate more reliably whether enforcers consistently overreach or under-enforce.  

Relying on a hand-collected sample of 465 individual defendants in civil, criminal, and administrative actions, this article separates the myths and the realities of insider trading enforcement. Who actually gets targeted in insider trading enforcement actions? What kinds of MNPI are typically at issue? What kinds of duties tend to give rise to enforcement actions? What if any significant differences exist between civil and criminal enforcement? While my goals are thus largely descriptive, I do offer explanations for the observed enforcement patterns and reveal previously undisclosed information about the SEC’s own internal analyses of the effectiveness of its surveillance techniques.

There is little evidence that enforcers are systematically stretching the boundaries of insider trading doctrine. For example, there is little doubt about the significance of the MNPI typically at issue. More than 93 percent of cases involve one of three types: information about impending M&A transactions; unannounced quarterly or other financial results; and unannounced results from pharmaceutical or other medical product trials. Two-thirds of cases involve straightforward breaches of duty, most typically arising from employment or other traditional fiduciary relationships. There are few remote tippees targeted in enforcement actions. Over 70 percent of defendants are either the original source of the information or a first level tippee. When remote tippees are targeted they typically obtain the information directly from the first level

39. See infra Table 2.
40. See infra Table 1.
41. See infra Part VII.D.
42. See infra Table 10.
Overall, 92 percent of defendants fall into one of these categories. Naturally, one can find counterexamples, especially in civil actions alleging non-traditional duties of trust and confidence and occasionally with respect to materiality. But these cases are the outliers not the norm. Most cases fall squarely into what the Supreme Court recently called the “heartland” of insider trading doctrine. There are certainly enforcement issues that could benefit from more precise statutory language, but the data give little reason to believe that Congress should legislate to curb overly aggressive enforcement.

The observable enforcement patterns also reveal much about how enforcers operate. These data suggest that the cases SEC and criminal enforcement authorities bring are shaped by a complex and sometimes cross-cutting set of institutional and individual incentives, cognitive biases, legal requirements, the history of failed enforcement efforts, and the way in which the agency and the self-regulatory organizations (SROs) deploy their resources to identify improper trades. There is a good deal of evidence suggesting that SEC enforcement is dominated by easy cases that settle quickly. Nearly half of civil enforcement actions settle within thirty days of filing. Median direct profits in these cases—which are often against mid-level employees or their friends and family—are less than $50,000, not the millions typically trumpeted in enforcement rhetoric.

---

43. See infra Part VII.D.
44. See infra Table 10.
45. See infra Parts V–VI.
47. Legislative fixes could beneficially close some gaps in existing doctrine. For example, proposed legislation defines outright theft of MNPI, such as through computer hacking schemes, as insider trading. See SEC v. Dorozhko, 574 F.3d 42, 51 (2d Cir. 2009) (remanding the case to determine whether a fraudulent misrepresentation in a computer hacking scheme was “deceptive” for the purposes of § 10(b)); Insider Trading Prohibition Act, H.R. 2534, 116th Cong. (2019) (proposing to explicitly codify a ban on insider trading).
48. See infra Part III.
49. See infra note 153 and accompanying text.
50. See infra Table 7.
51. See infra Table 11.
Rather than being a mechanism for leveling the playing field between elite market participants and retail investors, insider trading, especially on the civil side, turns out to be a middle-class violation.\(^52\)

The prevalence of these actions raises important questions about whether civil enforcement can effectively deter sophisticated insider trading schemes. Indeed, a previously undisclosed SEC analysis found that existing surveillance techniques were adequate to identify this kind of opportunistic trading but sometimes missed coordinated trading among sophisticated SMP.\(^53\) While the SEC has altered some of its surveillance techniques to try to rectify these problems, its docket continues to be shaped as much by the agency’s inability to try large numbers of cases and individual attorneys’ biases toward low risk matters as they are by attempts to pad statistics. There are, as well, systematic differences between cases with and without criminal enforcement—criminal enforcement is generally reserved for more serious cases, measured by, among other things the type of defendant, the size of the insider trading network, and the profits earned.\(^54\) But like civil cases, the criminal cases tend to be those in which liability is fairly certain.

There is a simple and obvious explanation for these patterns. On both the individual and institutional level enforcers want to win and bringing novel or uncertain cases increases the chances they will not. For example, the SEC lost more than 16 percent of cases against tippees more than two steps removed from the source compared to just 6.5 percent of cases against other defendants.\(^55\) Courts thus appear to act as an effective check on enforcement overreach, one to which the SEC is highly responsive. After the Second Circuit’s decision in *United States v. Newman*,\(^56\) which made it harder to pursue actions against remote tippees, the SEC did not bring a single

\(^52\) See infra Table 11.

\(^53\) Telephone Interview with Daniel M. Hawke, Former SEC Enforcement Official (July 1, 2019) [hereinafter “Hawke Interview”].

\(^54\) See infra Part VII.F.

\(^55\) See infra Part VII.D.

\(^56\) 773 F.3d 438 (2d Cir. 2014).
action against a tippee more than two steps removed from the source during the remainder of the study period.\textsuperscript{57} Courts, enforcers, and defense counsel are engaged in an ongoing dialog that both limits the expansive application of insider trading doctrine and generates the kind of interstitial, dynamic lawmaking that would be difficult for Congress to provide.

The discussion proceeds as follows. Part II begins by sketching in more detail the rhetoric of insider trading enforcement. Part III describes the institutional and individual incentives enforcers face when they operationalize their enforcement strategies. Part IV describes the dataset. Part V discusses how materiality is defined in litigated cases. Part VI examines the duties of trust and confidence at issue in filed enforcement actions, a key feature of actions alleging that individuals misappropriated information from a source. Part VII explores the targets of civil and criminal insider trading enforcement. Brief concluding remarks follow. A data appendix provides additional description of the variables studied.

II. The Rhetoric and Critique of Insider Trading Enforcement

A. Insider Trading Rhetoric

Insider trading has a set of stock narratives and metaphors that shape the way the public, lawyers, and judges talk and write about it.\textsuperscript{58} The laws prohibiting it have an enormous symbolic resonance and the law’s narrative conventions tend to flow from and reinforce that message. As Donald Langevoort has argued, insider trading law expresses a deep social commitment to equal opportunity along with a desire for strict adherence to fiduciary obligations.\textsuperscript{59} Insider trading embodies a

\textsuperscript{57} See infra Table 10.


revulsion for elite special privileges. Concerns about it similarly reflect our perennially ambivalent attitudes regarding the morality and mores of SMPs.

When insider trading pervades the common consciousness, it tends to follow a narrow set of story lines. For the better part of two centuries Wall Street has been a recurring villain in American life, and it is unsurprising to find the stock market operator at the center of many insider trading morality plays. Ivan Boesky, Raj Rajaratnam, Steven Cohen, and Gordon Gekko—real and fictional insider traders—exploit their market savvy and superior access to MNPI to earn undeserved wealth at the expense of ordinary investors. Their profits come not from productive hard work, but from jumping the line ahead of less sophisticated or less connected investors.

Corporate executives, directors, and even members of Congress act wrongfully when they breach a fiduciary or other well-recognized duty of trust and confidence to misappropriate information for personal gain or to pass it on to friends and

---

60. See id. at 1328–29.
62. See STEVE FRASER, EVERY MAN A SPECULATOR 412 (2005) (“There were plenty of enemies out there, many candidates vying for the role of ‘the big bad wolf.’ But the biggest and baddest wolf everyone, or nearly everyone, would have settled on was Wall Street.”).
63. See STEWART, supra note 37, at 81–206.
64. See United States v. Rajaratnam, 802 F. Supp. 2d 491, 520 (S.D.N.Y. 2011).
66. See WALL STREET (20th Century Fox 1987).
67. See, e.g., United States v. Nacchio, 555 F.3d 1234, 1259 (10th Cir. 2009) (affirming the insider trading conviction of Joseph Nacchio, former CEO of Qwest Communications International, Inc.).
68. See, e.g., United States v. Gupta, 747 F.3d 111, 140 (2d Cir. 2014) (upholding the securities fraud convictions of Rajat Gupta, a director of Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.).
family. Neither courts\textsuperscript{70} nor the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines\textsuperscript{71} look favorably on such defendants. But really any famous defendant works to tell a story about unfair advantages inappropriately conferred on the favored few.\textsuperscript{72} That (along with a healthy dose of \textit{schadenfreude}) is why insider trading scandals involving public figures (Martha Stewart, for example) garner outsized attention as compared to their size and significance.\textsuperscript{73}

In a more cynical version of this narrative, insider trading became a crime because those without wealth or privileged access to information envied those who did.\textsuperscript{74} Congress and enforcement officials capitalized on those sentiments to help legitimize their own positions.\textsuperscript{75} As Thomas Joo has argued, condemning insider trading allowed government officials to translate “economic issues into a moral conflict in which the government clearly held the high ground.”\textsuperscript{76} Insider trading prosecutions could distract from more complicated, intractable problems in capital markets.\textsuperscript{77} During economic crises, insider trading focused attention on an easily understood and seemingly unfair practice and away from the more complex, difficult roots of those upheavals—systemic problems that legal standards and enforcement officials may have been ill-equipped to address.\textsuperscript{78} Clearly, enforcers act illegitimately if they put these kinds of political needs ahead of public interest. As

\textsuperscript{70} See, e.g., United States v. Gupta, 904 F. Supp. 2d 349, 354 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) (asserting that the defendant “brazenly” breached his fiduciary duty).

\textsuperscript{71} See U.S. SENT’G GUIDELINES MANUAL § 3B1.3 (U.S. SENT’G COMM’N 2018) (imposing an additional penalty when a defendant abuses a position of trust); see also id. § 2B1.4 (addressing insider trading).

\textsuperscript{72} See supra notes 63–66 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{74} See Jeanne L. Schroeder, Envy and Outsider Trading: The Case of Martha Stewart, 26 CARDOZO L. REV. 2023, 2026 n.13 (2005).


\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 602.

\textsuperscript{77} See id. at 576.

\textsuperscript{78} See id.
Margaret Lemos has written, we should “disapprove of enforcement decisions that echo the angry mob.”

The rhetoric justifying enforcement efforts leans heavily on gambling and sports metaphors and reinforces the dominant narrative. Courts have branded convicted insider traders as “cheats” who take unfair advantage of ordinary investors. The most common justification for prohibiting insider trading is that it undermines public confidence in the integrity of the stock market. Without that confidence, ordinary investors would refuse to invest, ultimately impairing capital formation. Or, as the Supreme Court observed: “Who would knowingly roll the dice in a crooked crap game?”

SEC officials thus portray themselves as vigorous guardians of market fairness. Insider trading enforcement has been a central focus of the SEC’s efforts since at least 1981, when Chairman John Shad announced that the agency would “comedown on insider trading with hobnail boots.” A decade later, another chairman vowed to leave a defendant, “naked, homeless, and without wheels.” In the ensuing years, other SEC officials, albeit in less colorful language, have consistently asserted that policing insider trading “bolster[s] the confidence so necessary for our markets to thrive.”

79. Lemos, supra note 25, at 964.
81. See Perino, supra note 61, at 952 n.1.
82. See id. at 957.
84. See 15 U.S.C. § 78b (determining that an act is necessary “to insure the maintenance of fair and honest markets”).
SEC rhetoric also tends to focus on the resources deployed to detect even small and obscure violations.\textsuperscript{88} After the financial crisis, the SEC invested in information technology designed to root out cases that may have previously gone undetected.\textsuperscript{89} It was part of a larger “broken windows” enforcement approach that sought to bring “cases against traders of all different types” and to pursue “every level of violation.”\textsuperscript{90} Nowhere was the rhetoric about fairness, status, and privilege more prominent than in the public statements of the prosecutors who spearheaded the post-financial crisis crackdown on insider trading.\textsuperscript{91} Enforcing those proscriptions, former U.S. Attorney Bharara observed, was a commitment that “our markets should be fair; that our playing fields should be level; and that our citizens’ accounts should be secure.”\textsuperscript{92} Prosecutorial efforts sought to protect a “free and fair marketplace” where ordinary investors did not have to fear that privileged insiders were rigging the market.\textsuperscript{93} For Bharara,

\textsuperscript{88} See Oversight of the SEC’s Agenda, Operations, and FY 2015 Budget Request Before the H. Comm. on Fin. Servs., 113th Cong. 57 (2014) (statement of Mary Jo White, Chair, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n), https://perma.cc/K4EQ-8JSL (PDF) (“[W]e have continued to improve our efficiency and effectiveness by . . . deploying more risk-based analytics to allow us to do more with our resources, and to do so more quickly.”).


\textsuperscript{90} Mary Jo White, Chair, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, Remarks Before the SEC Historical Society (June 4, 2015), https://perma.cc/S23B-CDMK (PDF); Mary Jo White, Chair, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, Remarks at the Securities Enforcement Forum (Oct. 9, 2013), https://perma.cc/S8FQ-TWNV (PDF).

\textsuperscript{91} See Bharara, supra note 14.

\textsuperscript{92} Id.


‘Insider trading tells everybody at precisely the wrong time that everything is rigged,’ [Bharara] says, ‘and only people who have a billion dollars and have access to and are best friends with people
insider trading was most pernicious and harmful when it was committed by the wealthy or by SMPs.94 “Disturbingly,” he noted, “many of the people who are going to such lengths to obtain inside information for a trading advantage are already among the most advantaged, privileged, and wealthy insiders in modern finance,”95 and he decried a “creeping culture of corruption”96 on Wall Street.

Enforcement rhetoric thus focuses on issues of market integrity and fairness. It emphasizes the role that civil and criminal actions play in maintaining a level playing field. And it targets its sharpest criticism for SMPs and the upper echelons of corporate America, along with the wealthy and well-connected. Legal scholars tend to see matters from a substantially different perspective.

B. The Academic Critique of Insider Trading

A consistent complaint in insider trading scholarship is that insider trading is not precisely defined in any federal statute.97 The proscription has instead emerged from what Jill Fisch calls a “lawmaking partnership” between Congress, the SEC, federal prosecutors, and the courts.98

who are on boards of directors of major companies—they’re the only ones who can make a true buck.’

94. See Preet Bharara, Why Corporate Fraud Is so Rampant: Wall Street’s Cop, CNBC (July 23, 2012, 1:33 PM), https://perma.cc/43UC-FABB (“We have witnessed the most educated, successful, and monied professionals in the country put their companies—not to mention their own liberty—at risk by engaging in flagrant and foolhardy illegal conduct.”).


96. Calabresi & Saporito, supra note 93, at 23.

97. See John C. Coffee, Jr., Tippees and Tippers: The Impact of Martoma II, COLLOQ. L. SCH.: CLS BLUE SKY BLOG (July 23, 2018), https://perma.cc/T4JQ-NQL6 (“Congress should take up the difficult and dangerous task of turning a common law crime into a real statute.”). Recently, Bharara agreed to lead a task force that would propose changes to update insider trading law. See Preet Bharara & Robert J. Jackson, Jr., Opinion, Insider Trading Laws Haven’t Kept Up with the Crooks, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 9, 2018), https://perma.cc/5AQF-UPMD.

The most frequently used statute does not mention insider trading. Section 10(b) empowers the SEC to promulgate rules prohibiting “any manipulative or deceptive device or contrivance . . .” Using that power, the SEC adopted Rule 10b-5, which prohibits material misrepresentations or omissions in connection with the purchase or sale of securities. Nineteen years after adopting Rule 10b-5, the SEC decided in *In re Cady, Roberts & Co.* that a broker violated it when he traded after being tipped by a director that a company was about to cut its dividend.

Corporate law scholar William Cary, at the time the SEC Chairman and the author of that opinion, articulated the same fairness concerns that would animate enforcement over the ensuing decades. Prohibiting insider trading responded to “the plight of the buying public—wholly unprotected from the misuse of special information.” To promote investor confidence, the prohibition should be broadly stated and applied expansively, not hemmed in by the “fine distinctions and rigid classifications” that had limited insider trading under state common law.

For a time, courts adopted that view, holding that the SEC’s “abstain or disclose” rule applied to “anyone” in possession of MNPI. But in a now familiar history, three Supreme Court cases—*Chiarella v. United States*, *Dirks v. SEC*, and

---

100. 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5 (2020).
102. *Id.* at *4.
103. *Id.* at *12 (stating that the obligation for corporate insiders goes to “the inherent unfairness involved where a party takes advantage of such information knowing it is unavailable to those with whom he is dealing”).
104. *Id.* at *15.
United States v. O’Hagan—substantially reshaped insider trading liability. Chiarella held that silence is only a fraud if the trader owes a fiduciary or other duty of trust and confidence to the person on the other side of the transaction (the “classic” theory of insider trading). Dirks sought to limit the liability of tippers and tippees. Tippees are only liable if the original tip was passed in breach of a fiduciary duty and if the tippees know about the breach and that the tip involved MNPI. Worried about the inhibiting influence that an imprecise standard might have on securities analysts, Dirks held that such breaches occur only when the tipper receives a direct or indirect personal benefit for making the tip, which can be a pecuniary gain, a reputational benefit, or when he or she makes a gift of the information to a relative or friend. In O’Hagan, the Court expanded liability by endorsing the misappropriation theory, which makes liable those who take information in breach of a fiduciary or other duty of trust and confidence owed to the source of the information.

Thus, for nearly sixty years, the precise contours of insider trading liability have flowed from case law rather than precise statutory language. Some view this lawmaking partnership as a virtue rather than a handicap. Donna Nagy argues that Congress’s legislative efforts have ratified and built on the Court’s insider trading jurisprudence. “Congress’s multiple determinations to forego a legislative definition,” she wrote, “evidence not abdication, but rather concerted judgments that fraud-based insider trading and tipping proscriptions—and the interstitial lawmaking inherent in such proscriptions—put securities traders on appropriate notice that transactions based on misappropriated information will be subject to stiff civil
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112. Id. at 660.
113. See id. at 663–64.
sanctions and harsh criminal penalties.”116 For Jill Fisch, this lawmaking partnership provides more than political insulation for Congress.117 An iterative and responsive lawmaking partnership “is well positioned to respond to the dynamic structure of the securities markets and the evolution of information flow due to changes in technology and market participants.”118

But flexibility can go hand-in-hand with a lack of clarity, and many commentators question whether market participants have appropriate notice about what conduct is subject to enforcement.119 To be sure, there is a broad general consensus about the “heartland” of insider trading.120 Many cases fit comfortably within existing doctrines.121 It is at the boundaries where problems arise. In these areas, scholars have highlighted a host of anomalies and inconsistencies that could lead to inconsistent and overbroad enforcement. And uncertainty abounds over whether these marginal cases represent the bulk, or even a substantial minority, of enforcement output.

A common critique involves the definition of materiality, an area where the SEC and courts have never been willing to create bright-line rules.122 Some commentators worry that enforcers
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could exploit imprecise materiality standards to bolster their enforcement statistics.\(^{123}\)

To the extent that there are uncertainties in insider trading doctrine and enforcers exercise insufficient prosecutorial discretion, the resulting difficulties will be most acute in criminal cases. Many commentators and scholars argue that insider trading cases represent a classic case of prosecutorial overreach, a misuse of criminal processes to penalize what are at most fiduciary breaches.\(^{124}\) Rather than acting through the usual rulemaking checks and balances or through the politically accountable legislative process, enforcers pursue “regulation by enforcement,”\(^{125}\) and define insider trading doctrine haphazardly or in ways that maximize the interests of enforcers. Commentators worry—particularly in times of economic turmoil—that vague criminal liability standards will “embolden[] prosecutors to push the law beyond established boundaries.”\(^{126}\) And they suggest that novel theories the SEC pursues in civil cases will bleed over into criminal prosecutions.\(^{127}\)

These due process concerns have centered recently on liability standards for remote tippees, individuals who receive a

\(^{123}\) See Lemos, supra note 25, at 955 (“Enforcers likewise may be anxious to please their overseers with impressive statistics of cases won and settlements secured.”).

\(^{124}\) See Erik Luna, The Overcriminalization Phenomenon, 54 AM. U. L. REV. 703, 713–14 (2005) (“[I]t encompasses a broad array of issues, including: what should be denominated as a crime and when it should be enforced; who falls within the law’s strictures or, conversely, avoids liability altogether; and what should be the boundary.”); John C. Coffee, Jr., Does “Unlawful” Mean “Criminal”? Reflections on the Disappearing Tort/Crime Distinction in American Law, 71 B.U. L. REV. 193, 202 (1991) (“[F]ew legal categories seem inherently less ‘criminal’ in character than the civil law applicable to fiduciary duties or to the use of economic duress in negotiations.”).


\(^{127}\) See Pritchard, supra note 32, at 62.
tip not directly from an insider but from another tippee.\textsuperscript{128} Other scholars worry that the SEC pursues an ever-expansive definition of duties under the misappropriation theory.\textsuperscript{129} Rather than focusing on employment relationships or other traditional fiduciary duties, critics point to cases where the SEC has found duties of trust and confidence in family relationships, friendships, and in other unusual relationships—unusual, that is, in terms of established common law duties.\textsuperscript{130} The farther afield enforcers search for remote tippees, the more expansively they define duties, and the less notice individuals will presumably have that their conduct violated Rule 10b-5.

This lack of notice about the scope of liability is a perennial issue.\textsuperscript{131} Justice Scalia argued in \textit{Whitman v. United States},\textsuperscript{132} that the Court was not required to defer to either a prosecutor’s or the SEC’s interpretation of the scope of insider trading liability.\textsuperscript{133} He signaled a willingness to carve back on the breadth of insider trading doctrine through the rule of lenity.\textsuperscript{134} While the Court recently upheld a reasonably broad interpretation of tipper liability,\textsuperscript{135} questions remain about the
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overlap between criminal and civil enforcement. Indeed, recent enforcement efforts have sought to avoid some of the definitional landmines that have arisen under Rule 10b-5 by pursuing insider trading prosecution under a broad, but infrequently used, securities fraud provision in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.

III. Incentives and Enforcement Choices

Enforcement is policymaking. Whether in the civil or criminal context, enforcers shape the law when they make choices about which cases to pursue and which to drop. They regularly make decisions about enforcement strategy, choosing to emphasize particular kinds of violations or focusing efforts on particular industries. Those priorities shift not only from administration to administration but from one enforcement official to the next. Enforcers exercise largely unreviewable discretion in deciding what and how to charge. In a world where most cases settle, they act as both enforcer and
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adjudicator, deciding what punishments are warranted by what conduct, only sporadically subject to meaningful judicial oversight. Insider trading enforcement is no exception. Indeed, given the vague statutory language, questions regarding how law on the books translates into law in action assume even greater importance. Evidence of regular enforcement overreach would be cause for significant concern.

But claims about overly broad interpretation of vague insider trading proscriptions do not match up well with broader academic critiques of securities enforcement, which tend to paint a picture of timid government authorities looking to inflate their enforcement statistics. Rather than pursuing complicated and uncertain cases, critics argue the SEC has strong institutional incentives to pursue low-level targets engaged in obvious wrongdoing. In these accounts, enforcement discretion is largely a principal-agent problem, with the agent (the SEC) maximizing its own interests over those of the principal (the general public).

Agencies may, for example, select a portfolio of cases that yields the
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highest win rate and the most actions filed, even if deterrence might be better served by choosing a different mix of cases.\textsuperscript{150} It is not hard to see evidence of principal-agent problems in the SEC's enforcement program. Whenever questions arise about the Commission's legitimacy or competence, SEC officials reliably tout the number of enforcement actions they bring and the aggregate amount of fines and penalties they collect.\textsuperscript{151} Of course, those metrics do not reveal much about the quality of the SEC's enforcement program, but when those totals exceed the year before, Congress seems more inclined to accede to its budget requests.\textsuperscript{152} As Johnathan Macey has noted, this creates an incentive at the Commission to pursue cases that are likely to settle quickly.\textsuperscript{153} The staff even has a name for those actions—"stats point" cases.\textsuperscript{154} Viewed in this light, the recent broken windows rhetoric might be little more than an attempt to justify an enforcement program designed to inflate statistics and to create a veneer of vigorous enforcement. Although the SEC claims to devote considerable time and effort to investigating insider trading claims,\textsuperscript{155} the current structure of congressional oversight should incentivize it to target cases where the necessary investigation is minimal because much of the legwork has already been undertaken or because liability is so obvious.\textsuperscript{156} But the preference for quick settlements might be as much about resource constraints as it is about disguising underperformance. The SEC's resource constraints have been
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well documented, and are particularly acute with respect to the agency’s capacity to try cases. Trial attorneys make up only 10 percent of the non-supervisory enforcement staff. The SEC has traditionally done a poor job of coordinating the work of its investigative and trial attorneys, with some reports suggesting an often dysfunctional relationship between the groups. An enforcement agency operating under these limitations could easily choose to concentrate on matters that are likely to settle.

Individual SEC enforcement attorneys and prosecutors are subject to their own agency costs, and these incentives have likewise figured prominently in the academic literature. The most simplistic explanation is the familiar “revolving door” argument, in which SEC officials take a light touch with regulated entities in order to increase their chances for lucrative post-government employment. The crude version of that
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hypothesis is almost surely inaccurate because prosecutors and SEC enforcement officials often make their names by taking on and winning high-profile cases. Rather than rent-seeking, many attorneys choose government employment to develop saleable skills and a reputation for legal ability, judgment, and success that will make them valuable in the private sector.

While high-profile cases entail substantial potential rewards, they also present substantial risks to this human capital investment. As Samuel Buell notes, “no rational, ambitious lawyer . . . wants to be known as the Captain Ahab of prosecutors, the one who foolishly went after the biggest quarry but failed to land it.” The higher the defendant’s profile, the more resources he or she brings to the defense, the greater risk of loss the case entails. High-profile defendants in insider trading cases often have the financial resources to litigate aggressively and at length and to retain the most skilled defense counsel available. They often leverage their personal
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resources through director and officer liability policies or indemnification provisions, which typically require insurers or the company to advance defense costs. These defendants are likely to attract substantial media attention, magnifying the potential reputational gains or losses. By capitalizing on these factors, defense attorneys can act as a significant check on overly aggressive enforcement efforts.

These advantages accrue before, during, and after trial. Defense lawyers can control and monitor information flows to prosecutors during the investigative phase of a case. Through “conference room litigation” they can meet with prosecutors or use Wells submissions to persuade enforcers that the legal theories or evidence are too weak to support a claim or that they support only a civil one. Defendants will have both the incentives and the resources to pursue every avenue of appeal should they lose at trial.

These factors suggest a strong selection effect in enforcement decisions and a potential inverse relationship between the high-profile nature of the case or the defendant and
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the strength of the evidence or novelty of the legal theories. All things being equal, rational enforcement attorneys should view cases against high-profile, well-resourced targets as high risk-reward investments. On average, it should only be rational for risk-averse attorneys to pursue them when the evidence of liability or guilt is overwhelming and when the legal standards are certain.

An example is the recent prosecution of Rajat Gupta.\textsuperscript{172} Gupta, a member of the Goldman Sachs board, learned that Warren Buffet was about to make a substantial investment in the company.\textsuperscript{173} Coming in the middle of the financial crisis, there was a high probability that the vote of confidence from Buffett would lift the company’s stock price.\textsuperscript{174} A minute after the board meeting ended, Gupta telephoned his friend, hedge fund founder Raj Rajaratnam, who purchased several hundred thousand shares of Goldman stock.\textsuperscript{175} The FBI had previously wiretapped Rajaratnam’s phone, and the next day he was heard bragging that he had received a call “saying something good’s gonna happen” at Goldman.\textsuperscript{176} After he was indicted, Gupta mounted a vigorous defense, spending by some accounts nearly $30 million, most of it funded by Goldman.\textsuperscript{177} He was convicted and has lost multiple appeals.\textsuperscript{178} But given the clear evidence and absence of novel legal issues, the case represented precisely the kind of high-profile matter enforcers should be willing to undertake.

Prominent past failures are likely to weigh heavily on the minds of enforcement officials choosing whether to pursue high-profile targets.\textsuperscript{179} In the language of behavioral economics, they will be very available and thus over-weighted in calculating
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The counterexample to Gupta is the SEC’s failed enforcement action against Mark Cuban. The SEC alleged that Cuban, a minority stockholder in an internet start-up, learned from the company’s CEO about an impending PIPE transaction, which would cause the company’s stock price to decline. Cuban allegedly acknowledged that he could not sell his stock before the deal was announced but did so anyway.

Unlike the case against Gupta, where it was clear that a director owed a fiduciary duty to maintain the confidentiality of MNPI, it was far from certain that a simple breach of a confidentiality agreement was enough for liability. Nor was it even certain that such an agreement existed. After a four-year investigation, the SEC nonetheless filed an enforcement action and spent the next five years litigating it. Cuban mounted a vigorous defense, hiring a leading securities attorney and reportedly spending more in legal fees than the estimated potential fines he would have incurred had he settled. The district court originally dismissed the complaint, only to have the Fifth Circuit reverse. A jury ultimately found Cuban not liable. That outcome was widely reported in the media, as were Cuban’s claims that the SEC tried to “bully” him into settlement. Cuban’s complaints led to an internal
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investigation of the attorneys.\textsuperscript{191} High-profile failures like this one can reasonably be expected to cause enforcers to take a cautious approach to prominent targets, especially in cases where the evidence is not overwhelming or where the legal theory is untested.

Indeed, a 2013 Government Accountability Office study reported precisely this kind of risk-averse environment at the SEC.\textsuperscript{192} Contrary to Jill Fisch’s view about the benefits of the law-making partnership in insider trading, cautious agency personnel often chose not to pursue “cases that address evolving market practices or developments with little precedent . . . ”\textsuperscript{193} Layers of review slowed cases and “created an atmosphere of fear and insecurity, and may have created incentives for staff to drop cases or narrow the scope of review.”\textsuperscript{194} A majority of surveyed SEC employees agreed that a “fear of public scandals has made the SEC overly cautious and risk averse.”\textsuperscript{195} A 2010 report by the SEC Office of Inspector General came to similar conclusions, finding that the “arduous process of getting the SEC staff’s approval in Washington, DC to recommend an Enforcement action” led staff to “focus on easier cases, the ‘quick hits.’”\textsuperscript{196}

These dynamics create a quite different risk-return calculation for lower profile targets. With fewer resources to litigate and perhaps lower stakes, these defendants will face greater pressure to settle.\textsuperscript{197} Indeed, these defendants are in a position far closer to that facing the typical street criminal than
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the well-resourced white collar one. Aggressive enforcement tactics are less risky in these cases because they are unlikely to garner significant media attention. Under these circumstances, enforcers might be willing to pursue more novel interpretations of legal standards, which may rarely be tested in court if these cases settle disproportionately. Although civil settlements or plea agreements have no precedential value, critics worry that settlements involving novel legal theories will nonetheless shift liability standards.\textsuperscript{198} The net effect will be an incremental broadening of insider trading doctrine.

This risk-reward relationship is reinforced by the biases and heuristics of individual enforcement attorneys. Myopic loss aversion and narrow framing can lead individuals acting within organizations to be overly cautious in the initiatives they undertake.\textsuperscript{199} The SEC opens around one thousand investigations a year, each of which is best viewed as a risky capital investment project.\textsuperscript{200} On an agency wide scale, the SEC should have strong incentives to include some risky, high-profile cases in its portfolio. Not all of them will succeed, but those that do can be expected to have a strong deterrent effect.\textsuperscript{201} Even if the probability of getting caught for insider trading is low, high-profile prosecutions will be very available to market participants. The ease of recalling these cases may lead them to overestimate probabilities of a successful enforcement action, enhancing the SEC’s deterrence goals. Leveraging the availability heuristic not only provides a rationale for bringing high-profile cases likely to draw media attention, it also justifies crackdowns, which have a similar effect.\textsuperscript{202} These factors help
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explain the SEC’s penchant for insider trading cases involving public figures or unusual or entertaining facts, which are likely to appeal to reporters.

Individual enforcement attorneys likely have a different calculus. If on average enforcement attorneys weigh potential losses more heavily than potential gains, they will have strong incentives to take on only cases that they believe have a strong likelihood of winning. Defense attorneys can exploit this natural loss aversion by focusing on the potential weaknesses in the government’s case. For example, government attorneys apparently re-evaluated their decision to bring charges against Steven Cohen after defense counsel’s exhaustive analysis of the weaknesses in the government’s evidence.

Enforcers may anticipate these problems before they arise, leading to wholesale shifts in which cases they choose to investigate. Government attorneys unwilling to take too many risks (or speculating that the risks of pursuing large, high-profile cases will be insuperable) may not even try, shifting their efforts to investigating and settling many small cases. Shirking agents may pursue easy cases or those in which much of the investigative work has already occurred. This is likely a bigger problem for career enforcers, but even those looking to return to the private sector might be drawn to these matters. Small cases may not have as much potential to enhance their reputations but investigating and settling them could still signal to future employers that the attorney possesses substantial skills, all without the risk of a high-profile failure.

The pressure to choose the least risky option does not diminish (and may in fact intensify) where probabilities of success are difficult to assess ex ante and where supervisors will review the individual’s decisions frequently under less than certain metrics. If the results of investigations were aggregated and attorneys’ overall success rate was the only measure of performance, attorneys might be willing to take
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greater risks. But it will be difficult for the Commission to send credible signals to its employees that investigations that do not lead to an enforcement action or that lead to a Commission loss will not count against them. Indeed, since supervisors will view staff attorneys’ decisions in hindsight, there is a substantial risk that they will attribute those outcomes to either poor decision-making or poor lawyering. The risk of hindsight bias will push attorneys toward cases that seem obvious at the outset. This will especially be so when the attorney who took the risky case is viewed in the context of her more conservative colleagues. In a world where the convention is to make the safe choice, blame for excessive risk taking is more likely for the individual bucking that norm.

Are government officials timid enforcers who are only willing to pursue clear-cut and obvious cases of insider trading or aggressive ones who regularly stretch the bounds of legal doctrine to bring unwarranted claims? Who are the targets of those cases? Are they the market elites of popular rhetoric or are they tend to be less well-resourced and lower profile traders? Do market participants have sufficient notice of the kinds of behavior that lead to civil or criminal charges? Answering these questions without hard empirical data is difficult because enforcers are subject to a wide variety of incentives, which in many cases work at cross purposes. Focusing on just one incentive in isolation (for example, the desire for individual enforcers to build human capital) might lead to a prediction that attorneys will aggressively pursue high-profile insider trading cases with novel legal theories. Picking others (such as institutional incentives to maximize enforcement statistics and individual loss aversion) might lead to the opposite prediction.

In the current, largely anecdotal debate, it has been easy to cherry pick individual cases of prosecutorial overreach, cases of
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obvious but comparatively minor wrongdoing that settle quickly, or cases that articulated an aggressive vision of some element of an insider trading claim. But to properly evaluate how enforcement actually operates requires a more systematic analysis of which cases prosecutors and the SEC actually bring and how those cases are resolved.

IV. The Dataset

To analyze real insider trading, I compiled a hand-collected sample of insider trading cases filed in SEC fiscal years 2011 to 2015 (October 1, 2010 to September 30, 2015). Cases were identified using the SEC’s Select SEC and Market Data report, which lists enforcement actions organized by type.208 As Urska Velikonja’s research has demonstrated, however, these reports are highly unreliable for identifying the true level of SEC enforcement activity because the SEC is inconsistent in how it structures its actions.209 In some cases, it names all individuals in a single civil complaint or administrative proceeding; in others, it files separate actions against each defendant.210 Inconsistencies abound in how the SEC classifies its cases.211

To avoid these inconsistencies the unit of analysis in this study is the individual defendant.212 For each defendant identified in an SEC enforcement action, I collected data to determine whether that same defendant was the subject of a parallel criminal action.213 Any additional defendants named in criminal actions that were not previously identified in SEC actions were added to the database. For a case to be included, there had to be an insider trading claim. Thus, an
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administrative failure to supervise claim and criminal indictments alleging obstruction of justice were not included in the sample.\textsuperscript{214} I also omitted cases against unknown purchasers of securities, which typically seek to freeze assets, but do not allege enough details about the underlying claim for proper analysis.

Members of the same insider trading network might be sued or indicted over a multi-year period. To ensure that each member of a network was included in the dataset, I added any cases filed before FY 2011 and after FY 2015 if they involved insider trading episodes enforced during the study period.\textsuperscript{215} The earliest cases in the dataset are thus from FY 2008. Every effort was made to identify all insider trading cases; there is no evidence that the data collection methodology biased the sample in any way. The case selection process yielded a total of 465 defendants in the dataset.

The database compiles three categories of information regarding each defendant: (1) litigation characteristics; (2) defendant characteristics; and (3) the nature of the allegations. Litigation specific information, such as filing dates and outcomes, were collected for each identified proceeding.

A more detailed description of the variables analyzed appears in the data appendix. Insider trading enforcement can occur in three forums: (1) criminal enforcement in federal court; (2) civil enforcement in the same venue; and (3) proceedings brought before administrative law judges (ALJs).\textsuperscript{216} Cases with

\textsuperscript{214} See, e.g., Indictment at 3–4, United States v. McClellan, 10-cr-00860 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 24, 2010), ECF No. 1 (indictment for obstruction of justice).

\textsuperscript{215} Earlier cases were not included in the sample if the only action in the study period was a follow-on administrative proceeding against a regulated person. See, e.g., Holzer, Exchange Act Release No. 63822, 2011 SEC LEXIS 595 (Feb. 2, 2011).

some sort of criminal enforcement make up 39.8 percent of the sample.\textsuperscript{217} Table 1 reports descriptive statistics for the sample and shows significant differences between cases with and without criminal enforcement.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Descriptive Statistics}
\begin{tabular}{lll}
\hline
 & Civil Enforcement Only & Criminal Enforcement & p-value \\
(n = 280) & (n = 185) & \\
\hline
A. Litigation Characteristics & & & \\
FINRA & & & \\
No & 110 (41.0\%) & 92 (49.7\%) & 0.068 \\
Yes & 158 (59.0\%) & 93 (50.3\%) & \\
FBI & & & <0.001 \\
No & 210 (78.4\%) & 42 (22.7\%) & \\
Yes & 58 (21.6\%) & 143 (77.3\%) & \\
ORSAS & & & 0.005 \\
No & 201 (75.0\%) & 116 (62.7\%) & \\
Yes & 67 (25.0\%) & 69 (37.3\%) & \\
SEC Market Abuse & & & 0.005 \\
No & 227 (84.7\%) & 137 (74.1\%) & \\
Yes & 41 (15.3\%) & 48 (25.9\%) & \\
Lag (Days) & 1180.450 (566) & 1064.708 (550) & 0.033 \\
Case Length (Days) & 250.656 (410) & 625.285 (489) & <0.001 \\
Enforcement Type & & & <0.001 \\
Civil & 221 (78.9\%) & 0 (0.0\%) & \\
Criminal & 0 (0.0\%) & 7 (3.8\%) & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textit{Empirical Assessment}, \textit{34 Yale J. on Reg.} 1 (2017); Alexander I. Platt, \textit{SEC Administrative Proceedings: Backlash and Reform}, \textit{71 Bus. Law.} 1 (2016). Still, it is important to keep those controversies in perspective; defendants in stand-alone administrative actions were less than 7 percent of all defendants. See infra Table 1.

\textsuperscript{217} Defendants facing all three types of enforcement are overwhelmingly (70.8 percent) SMPs. Most administrative proceedings are follow-on actions to bar defendants from the securities industry or, for non-SMPs, to bar them from appearing or practicing before the Commission. See \textit{17 C.F.R.} \textsection 201.102(e) (2020).
### B. Defendant Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defendant Type</th>
<th>Civil Enforcement Only</th>
<th>Criminal Enforcement</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Officer &amp; Director</td>
<td>36 (12.9%)</td>
<td>12 (6.5%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Employee</td>
<td>41 (14.6%)</td>
<td>30 (16.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMP</td>
<td>32 (11.4%)</td>
<td>68 (36.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawyer</td>
<td>5 (1.8%)</td>
<td>8 (4.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Professional</td>
<td>20 (7.1%)</td>
<td>10 (5.4%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends and Family</td>
<td>125 (44.6%)</td>
<td>52 (28.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>21 (7.5%)</td>
<td>5 (2.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>261 (93.2%)</td>
<td>180 (97.3%)</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19 (6.8%)</td>
<td>5 (2.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis of Liability</th>
<th>Trading</th>
<th>Tipping Only</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88 (31.4%)</td>
<td>33 (11.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13 (7.0%)</td>
<td>58 (31.4%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| # of IT Events         | 2.600 (12)             | 5.098 (7)            | 0.010   |

| Network Size           | 3.929 (3)              | 7.432 (5)            | <0.001  |

<p>| Security Traded        |                        |                      | &lt;0.001  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Civil Enforcement Only</th>
<th>Criminal Enforcement</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common Shares</td>
<td>169 (60.4%)</td>
<td>64 (34.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options or Other</td>
<td>35 (12.5%)</td>
<td>26 (14.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivatives</td>
<td>34 (12.1%)</td>
<td>54 (29.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Trading</td>
<td>42 (15.0%)</td>
<td>41 (22.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concealment/Obstruction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>239 (85.4%)</td>
<td>115 (62.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>41 (14.6%)</td>
<td>70 (37.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>99 (35.4%)</td>
<td>52 (28.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>113 (40.4%)</td>
<td>68 (36.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>55 (19.6%)</td>
<td>41 (22.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7 (2.5%)</td>
<td>17 (9.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5 (1.8%)</td>
<td>7 (3.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 (0.4%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Information</td>
<td>44 (15.7%)</td>
<td>54 (29.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M &amp; A Activity</td>
<td>200 (71.4%)</td>
<td>113 (61.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Approval</td>
<td>13 (4.6%)</td>
<td>10 (5.4%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>23 (8.2%)</td>
<td>8 (4.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>1 (0.4%)</td>
<td>3 (1.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aviation</td>
<td>6 (2.1%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking &amp; Financial Services</td>
<td>17 (6.1%)</td>
<td>6 (3.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>46 (16.4%)</td>
<td>39 (21.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>9 (3.2%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food &amp; Beverage</td>
<td>13 (4.6%)</td>
<td>1 (0.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>7 (2.5%)</td>
<td>1 (0.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality &amp; Tourism</td>
<td>13 (4.6%)</td>
<td>2 (1.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>24 (8.6%)</td>
<td>2 (1.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT &amp; High Technology</td>
<td>62 (22.1%)</td>
<td>82 (44.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>1 (0.4%)</td>
<td>1 (0.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Equipment</td>
<td>17 (6.1%)</td>
<td>16 (8.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Works</td>
<td>11 (3.9%)</td>
<td>8 (4.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>3 (1.1%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil &amp; Gas</td>
<td>11 (3.9%)</td>
<td>4 (2.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. Materiality in Insider Trading Cases

To analyze the claim that enforcers stretch doctrinal boundaries, I begin with the most rudimentary requirement of any insider trading case. To prevail, enforcers must show the defendant possessed MNPI.\textsuperscript{218} Materiality is governed, for the most part, by flexible, case-specific standards. Courts generally define information as material if either “there is substantial likelihood that a reasonable shareholder would consider it important” in buying or selling the security or if there is a substantial likelihood that the information “would have been viewed by the reasonable investor as having significantly

\textsuperscript{218} See 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b5-1 (2020).
altered the ‘total mix’ of information made available.”

When that information is speculative or contingent, materiality judgments require “a balancing of both the indicated probability that the event will occur and the anticipated magnitude of the event in light of the totality of the company activity.”

Both the SEC and courts have consistently rejected rules of thumb and bright-line rules in favor of a fact-specific, case-by-case assessment.

Insider trading critics argue that flexible standards create substantial uncertainties for market participants and allow enforcement officials to stretch the proper boundaries of insider trading doctrine. The “lack of a clear and objective standard,” John Anderson writes, “permits almost any information to be deemed material for purposes of insider trading liability.”

Professor Anderson suggests that the SEC has resisted efforts

---

221. See SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 99, 64 Fed. Reg. 45,150 (Aug. 19, 1999) (rejecting the use of a 5 percent threshold in determining the materiality of misstatements or omissions in financial statements).
222. See Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. v. Siracusano, 563 U.S. 27, 39–40 (2011) (rejecting a bright-line rule that reports of adverse events associated with a pharmaceutical company’s products cannot be material absent a statistically significant risk that the product is causing the events); Basic, 485 U.S. at 237–39 (rejecting a bright-line rule that preliminary merger negotiations are material only when the parties reach an agreement in principle).
223. See Basic, 485 U.S. at 239 (“Whether merger discussions in any particular case are material . . . depends on the facts.”).
224. See Joan MacLeod Heminway, Materiality Guidance in the Context of Insider Trading: A Call for Action, 52 Am. U. L. Rev. 1131, 1135 (2003) (hereinafter Heminway, Materiality Guidance) (“[T]he imprecise existing legal standard defining what is ‘material’ makes it difficult for those issuers, directors and officers to understand their legal obligations.”).
225. See Peter J. Henning, What’s so Bad About Insider Trading Law?, 70 Bus. Law. 751, 771–72 (2015) (arguing that the flexible materiality definition “allows the prohibition to be applied to new types of data that have not been subject to prosecutions before and to reach persons far removed from the traditional corporate world”).
226. Anderson, supra note 18, at 62; see Henning, supra note 225, at 771 (claiming that “[j]ust about any nugget of information could conceivably fit” the materiality definition).
to clarify materiality because the current flexible standard facilitates its enforcement efforts and those of prosecutors.227 Others have urged the Commission or judges to adopt safe harbor provisions, bright-line rules, or presumptions to address these uncertainties.228

Although commentators raise a host of objections, two related problems are central to complaints about materiality. The heart of the issue is the hindsight bias problem inherent to all materiality determinations.229 Enforcers and ultimately juries will only assess materiality if the information led to a profitable trade.230 But what seems certain in hindsight may not have been so clear when the trading decision occurred.231 Critics also complain that courts bootstrap—that they infer materiality from the fact of trading,232 effectively conflating materiality with a separate element, the purchase or sale of a security.233

227. See ANDERSON, supra note 18, at 62 (“Such flexibility can be quite useful to the SEC and prosecutors. Consequently, it should come as no surprise that the SEC has openly resisted efforts to bring greater clarity to the definition of materiality.”).

228. See Heminway, Materiality Guidance, supra note 224, at 1135 (suggesting the “expanded use of per se rules, presumptions, and safe harbor provisions”).


230. See id. at 774 (“Hindsight blurs the distinction between fraud and mistake. People consistently overstate what could have been predicted after events have unfolded . . . .”).


232. See SEC v. Tex. Gulf Sulphur Co., 401 F.2d 833, 851 (2d. Cir. 1968) (en banc) (explaining that “a major factor in determining whether” information is material “is the importance attached to the [information] by those who knew about it,” and that an insider’s choice to trade alone can serve as an indication of such importance).

233. See BAINBRIDGE, supra note 231, at 68 (“If the allegedly illegal trade proves that the information is material, the materiality requirement becomes meaningless because all information in the defendant’s possession when he or she traded would be material.”); see also Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug
Is there evidence that these are widespread problems? Critics largely focus on the possibility that enforcers could exploit current standards, and there is no doubt that they are right about that possibility. But there is little evidence enforcers actually do so in practice.

As Table 2 shows, two types of MNPI dominate in the 465 insider trading cases in the dataset: (1) information about impending M&A activity, which appears in two-thirds of enforcement actions against individual defendants; and (2) financial information (typically unannounced quarterly results), alleged in slightly more than 20 percent of cases. The only other category that appears with any frequency is information about product approvals or testing, usually information involving new drug applications, which appears in about 5 percent of cases. In total, over 93 percent of insider trading cases involve one of these three categories of MNPI.

Table 2
Nature of MNPI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Non-Criminal</th>
<th>Criminal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M &amp; A Activity</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>(67.31)</td>
<td>200 (71.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Information</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>(21.08)</td>
<td>44 (15.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Approval</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>(4.95)</td>
<td>13 (4.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>(6.67)</td>
<td>823 (8.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>465</td>
<td></td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For data definitions and sources see Data Appendix. Numbers in parentheses are column percentages.

Stores, 421 U.S. 723, 729 (1975) (providing that disclosure of material information and the purchasing or selling a security are two separate elements of insider trading).

234. Although these percentages have shifted over the years, there is a remarkable consistency in the cases enforcers pursue. A study of SEC enforcement actions in the 1980s found that nearly 80 percent involved M&A activity, with another 8 percent focused on earnings information. Lisa K. Meulbroek, *An Empirical Analysis of Illegal Insider Trading*, 47 J. Fin. 1661, 1670 (1992).
All three share an important characteristic—in the majority of cases there is little doubt about materiality. In the terminology of recent insider trading cases, they overwhelmingly involved “black edge,” information that is clearly material and nonpublic and which creates a substantial risk of liability. These data are consistent with a theory of enforcement risk aversion—cases involving obvious MNPI will be far less risky to pursue. Indeed, by focusing their efforts on these cases, enforcers appear to have adopted in practice precisely the constrained materiality standard that critics have sought. Nor does this restricted view seem like a recent phenomenon. As James Park has noted, some early insider trading decisions focused their discussions of materiality on information that was “extraordinary in nature” and “reasonably certain to have a substantial effect on the market price of the security.”

The three types of cases that predominate in insider trading enforcement actions are discussed in greater detail below.

A. M&A Cases

Under Basic’s probability-magnitude test, M&A transactions are usually significant events, especially for the company being acquired, even if their probability is low. For

---

235. See Kolhatkar, supra note 37, at 106 (“If traders came into possession of this sort of information, the stock should be restricted immediately—at least in theory.”).

236. See supra notes 179–180 and accompanying text.


239. See Basic, Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224, 238 (1988) (“Since a merger in which it is bought out is the most important event that can occur in a small corporation’s life . . . inside information . . . can become material at an earlier stage than [it would in] lesser transactions . . . .” (quoting SEC v. Geon Indus., 531 F.2d 39, 47–48 (1976)).
82.7 percent of the defendants who traded on MNPI about an impending transaction, the information in their possession involved the company’s acquisition. In many of these cases, the acquisition target was a relatively small public company being acquired by a substantially larger one. The transaction typically had advanced reasonably far, increasing the chances that it would occur. In these circumstances, it was not difficult for the defendants to anticipate a large price impact on disclosure. These are not cases of materiality by hindsight.

The trading surrounding General Electric’s acquisition of Vital Signs, Inc. provides a typical example. In 2008, Vital Signs was a medical equipment manufacturer with a market capitalization of under $1 billion. A Vital Signs executive vice president helped negotiate the acquisition and signed a non-disclosure agreement. After the companies agreed on terms, he tipped the acquisition price to his cousin, a registered representative, who in turn tipped five others. Vital Signs’ stock price increased 26 percent on the day the deal was announced. There was nothing uncertain about materiality in this case. Numerous other enforcement actions are factually similar.

243. See id. ¶¶ 2–3.
244. See id. ¶ 2.
One reason that M&A cases predominate in enforcement actions is because of the methods the SEC and SROs use to detect insider trading. A substantial number of the SEC’s M&A cases come from FINRA market surveillance, which operates the Insider Trading Surveillance Group within its Office of Fraud Detection and Market Intelligence (OFDMI). When SROs identify cases with suspicious trading, they refer those cases to the SEC for further potential investigation.

While enforcement officials tend to be discreet regarding the inner workings of their algorithms, available information indicates that their analyses are typically tied to significant corporate announcements. While any corporate event can potentially be material, data surrounding M&A transactions is often regarded by regulators as the most material and the most likely to result in insider trading. FINRA opens investigations after more than 90 percent of announced mergers. As it describes the process: “When a major announcement comes out, the OFDMI team can go back and see if the software picked up any unusual movements in the stock prices of the companies involved.” As a result, 65.9 percent of the cases involving

---


247. See Foster, supra note 246, at 3 (“SROs provide the SEC with hundreds of reports of suspicious trading each year.”).

248. Id. at 2.

249. Hawke Interview, supra note 53.


251. Catching the Bad Guys, supra note 246; see How FINRA’s Surveillance Helped Score a Hole in One in “Golf Lingo” Insider Trading Case,
M&A activity come, at least in part, from a tip from FINRA. Enforcement officials necessarily evaluate materiality retrospectively, but by limiting their surveillance efforts to cases with these kinds of announcements, there seems to be little risk that hindsight bias will color their materiality judgments.

The materiality of the information at issue in the average enforcement action is apparent from the market reaction when the information is made public. Indeed, information about forthcoming M&A announcements tends to be the most material and, as such, typically receives the most attention from SEC enforcement attorneys looking to build an insider trading case. Even critics of insider trading enforcement agree that such market reactions are the “most objective evidence of materiality.” While the absence of a market reaction might be due to a number of factors, a substantial market reaction is strong evidence that the disclosed information is material.

Much like securities class action attorneys, the SEC uses market reaction as a screen in choosing which investigations to pursue. Former enforcement officials report that the SEC generally looks for cases with price movements of 10 percent or more as a proxy for materiality. The existence of this kind of screen is borne out in the data. Kenneth Ahern examined stock returns in insider trading cases and found that enforcers tend to focus on cases that exhibit large post-disclosure returns. Ahern found that enforcement cases involving corporate deals


252. Hawke Interview, supra note 53.
253. Sauer, supra note 231, at 323.
255. See Oran v. Stafford, 226 F.3d 275, 282 (3d Cir. 2000).
256. FOSTER, supra note 246, at 4.
had average returns of 34.9 percent over 21.3 trading days (the length of time from the day following the first alleged tip to the event date). Because M&A transactions take time to negotiate, tips in those cases occur on average a month before the public announcement. The average return over that period was 43.1 percent. Although these cases often had substantial pre-announcement run-ups, the mean (median) announcement day returns were still substantial, 21.9 percent (11.0 percent).

It is important to emphasize that these data come from filed cases. There may well be insider trading prior to transactions that result in smaller market reactions. These cases may never come to the attention of enforcement authorities. Even if they do, enforcers may choose not to file actions because of concerns about their ability to prove materiality. For present purposes, it is enough to note that the screening processes enforcers use tend to ensure that they will not typically bring cases involving information of questionable materiality. In fact, these

258. Ahern, supra note 257, at 31–32.
259. Id. at 28.
260. Id. at 32.
261. See id. at tbl.1 (displaying the mean and median announcement day returns for M&A corporate events).
262. Typically does not mean never. There are cases in the dataset in which enforcers took aggressive materiality positions. A good example is the enforcement action against Canadian investment banker Richard Moore. See Complaint ¶ 10, SEC v. Moore, No. 13-cv-02514 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 16, 2013), ECF No. 1 (alleging insider trading against investment banker). One of Moore’s primary clients was the Canadian Pension Plan Investment Board (the “CPPIB”). Id. ¶ 1. Moore had worked with his friend, a Managing Director of CPPIB, on a number of transactions, and learned from him that CPPIB was working on a potential acquisition. Id. The Managing Director provided Moore with no material information about the acquisition target, but Moore learned that he had been traveling to London in connection with the potential deal. Id. ¶ 19. At a charity event, Moore spotted the Managing Director with the CEO of London-based Tompkins plc and surmised that it was the target. Id. ¶ 20. Moore purchased Tompkins ADRs and made a profit of $163,293. SEC Charges Former Investment Banker with Insider Trading, Litigation Release No. 22674, 2013 SEC LEXIS 1120 (Apr. 16, 2013). Moore settled the action a week later. Final Judgment as to Richard Bruce Moore at 2, SEC v. Moore, No. 13-cv-02514 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 16, 2013), ECF No. 3. Although Moore obtained some confidential information, it is hard to see how it was material. Indeed,
processes may create under- not over-enforcement. If information is material but there is, for whatever reason, a more muted market response when public disclosure occurs, then significant insider trading may go undetected or unpunished. Such a situation could arise, for example, when significant tipping occurs after the initial trades, leading to a substantial price run-up prior to announcement.263

B. Financial Information Cases

Cases based on financial information were prominent parts of the recent crackdown involving hedge funds and expert networks.264 Indeed, as shown in Table 1 there is a significantly higher proportion of financial information cases involving criminal (29.2 percent) as opposed to exclusively civil enforcement (15.7 percent). Not surprisingly, these cases derive more frequently from FBI investigations (56.3 percent) rather than from FINRA surveillance (25.0 percent).

The majority of these cases involve short-term developments from which a trader could derive a definitive prediction about the direction and size of the company’s stock price.265 As James Park has noted, trading on this kind of information undermines the integrity of the mandatory disclosure system.266 Often the information in these cases involves quarterly financial results or other information with a

---

263. See Ahern, supra note 257, at 44 (stating that insider trading profits decrease as the length of the tipping chain increases).

264. See infra Table 1; see also Benjamin Bain, Hedge Fund Woes After U.S. Crackdown Don’t Surprise SEC’s Chair, BLOOMBERG (Oct. 18, 2016) https://perma.cc/47KS-T4KJ (describing the large number of recent convictions as a “golden era for insider trading”).

265. See Park, supra note 237, at 1164–65 (stating that release of financial records has short-term implications for a company’s value).

266. Id. at 1136.
high probability of affecting the company’s stock price. Consider, for example, the case against Steven Dombrowski, who worked in a corporate audit department. He learned that his company’s first quarter results were worse than expected and that the company would miss its earnings target. In violation of the company’s insider trading policy, Dombrowski sold his stock short and bought put options through his wife’s brokerage account. He profited substantially when the stock dropped 35.7 percent on the news.

There is little doubt about the materiality of this kind of information, especially in situations like this one where results were out of line with market expectations. These trades or tips generally occurred over a short timeframe—just 11.3 days in Ahern’s study. Because this information is subject to mandatory reporting obligations and disclosed quarterly, there is little policy justification for permitting tipping and trading on it because those activities do almost nothing to improve allocative efficiency. As Judge Easterbrook and Professor Fischel have noted, quarterly earnings provide great opportunities for profitable trading, but trading “on news that is bound to come out anyway does not change the future or lead to better investment in new securities.” The stock price will ultimately change when the company files. “That it changes a day or so quicker is not of much moment for allocative
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270. Id.
271. Id. ¶¶ 39–42.
272. See Bradford Cornell & Wayne R. Landsman, Security Price Response to Quarterly Earnings Announcements and Analysts’ Forecast Revisions, 64 ACCT. REV. 680, 680 (1989) (“To the extent that earnings announcements are unanticipated, they are likely to provide new information about future cash flow and, thus, to alter the value of the firm.”).
273. Ahern, supra note 257, at 32 tbl.1.
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efficiency.” Bringing cases based on this kind of MNPI is well within existing legal doctrines.

The salience of the information in these cases also derives from the industries in which trading is concentrated. Two industries—High Technology and, to a lesser degree Retail—dominate financial information cases. As shown in Table 3, 63.3 percent of the defendants traded in the securities of High Technology issuers. Another 8.2 percent traded in Retail securities. The stock prices of companies in these industries tend to be particularly sensitive to earnings and other financial news, further suggesting that those trading on the information were aware of its materiality.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Information Cases by Industry</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT &amp; High Technology</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>63.27</td>
<td>63.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>71.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil &amp; Gas</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>76.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparel &amp; Textiles</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>81.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>85.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Cases against individual defendants traded on the basis of MNPI concerning financial results. Multiple defendants traded in the same stocks, so percentages do not reflect industry frequency.

Still, in Ahern’s study, earnings announcements had the smallest average returns—13.5 percent. They also had the smallest pre-announcement run-up (9.2 percent) and the
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277. The sensitivity of companies in these industries to unexpected financial results is why allegations involving misrepresentations of earnings or similar data figure so prominently in securities class actions as well. See generally Michael A. Perino, Institutional Activism through Litigation: An Empirical Analysis of Public Pension Fund Participation in Securities Class Actions, 9 J. Empirical Legal Stud. 368 (2012).

278. Ahern, supra note 257, at 32 tbl.1.
smallest announcement day returns (7.0 percent).\textsuperscript{279} While these data might suggest that enforcers employ a more capacious definition of materiality for financial information, there is another possibility.

In my dataset, which overlaps in time with the one Ahern employs, nearly 30 percent of the defendants trading on financial information (28.6 percent) were SMPs. These defendants can be expected to trade larger amounts leading to larger potential pre-announcement price increases. Indeed, the average total profits alleged in the sample are about 3.5 times larger for the financial information cases as for the M&A cases. Insider trading cases involving SMPs also have significantly higher trading profits than cases with other defendants.\textsuperscript{280} The lower event day returns may thus be the product of greater run-up rather than from the greater frequency of cases in which enforcers base their claims on marginally material information.\textsuperscript{281}

\section*{C. Product Approval Cases}

As with M&A cases, there is usually little doubt about materiality in the 5 percent of cases involving product approvals. The twenty-three cases in the sample involved ten separate companies, all of which were either biotechnology or medical equipment manufacturers.\textsuperscript{282} These were usually small companies, often with a single product in the FDA approval process.\textsuperscript{283} A typical example involved trading in GTx, Inc., a

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item\textsuperscript{279} Id.
\item\textsuperscript{280} The average total profit (both the direct profit to the defendant and the profit earned by downstream tippees) for cases with SMPs was $9.7 million (in real 2016 dollars) compared to $3.3 million in cases without such defendants. These differences are significant at about 1 percent.
\item\textsuperscript{281} See Ahern, \textit{supra} note 257, at 43 (stating that insider trading has a significant effect on stock prices, moving them closer to their fundamental values).
\item\textsuperscript{282} Companies were classified by industry using their SIC codes. Of the ten companies, six manufacture Pharmaceutical Preparations (2834), three make Biological Products (2836), and one produced Medical Equipment (3829).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
biotechnology company with a prostate cancer drug in Phase II clinical trials. Two doctors were lead investigators. Within minutes of learning that the FDA suspended those trials due to safety concerns, they sold a significant number of shares. The next day, when the company publicly disclosed the hold, its stock price dropped 36 percent.

In terms of market reaction, GTx is a typical product case. In Ahern’s study, cases involving clinical trial and drug regulatory announcements had the largest average returns over the shortest time period. Unlike M&A transactions, which may develop over many months and which may therefore create longer periods for tipping and trading, clinical trial results are usually disclosed quickly. Thus, trading in this MNPI does little to benefit allocative efficiency. But, given the importance of these products for the companies involved, the stock market effects are even greater than for M&A transactions. Gains from positive news events averaged 101.2 percent, while losses avoided for negative ones averaged 38.6 percent. The average holding period was just 9.2 days.

The product approval cases provide a good illustration of another flaw in a common critique of insider trading enforcement—that enforcers and courts use the fact of trading alone to demonstrate materiality, effectively combining two elements (purchase or sale and materiality) into a single element. This critique is simply inaccurate. Enforcers and courts do not focus on the fact of the trade in isolation, but on the trade within the broader factual context of the case. Among the circumstantial evidence that complaints and court decisions highlight are the speed with which the defendant acts on the

285. See id.
286. See id.
287. See id.
288. See Ahern, supra note 257, at 32.
289. See id.
290. See id.
tipped information, the size of the trade, and how the trade compared to the defendant’s prior history of trading. The simple fact that an individual trades rarely stands in isolation as the only evidence of materiality.

**D. The Limits of Insider Trading Enforcement**

The overwhelming focus on suspicious trading prior to dramatic market events likely creates a problem of under- rather than over-enforcement. To see why, consider the old joke about the policeman who comes across a drunk looking for his lost set of keys under a streetlamp. The policeman joins the search and after a few fruitless minutes asks the drunk if he
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291. See SEC Charges Two Clinical Drug Trial Doctors with Insider Trading, Litigation Release No. 22996, 2014 SEC LEXIS 1700 (May 19, 2014) (involving a defendant who placed sell orders within minutes of learning that FDA was placing clinical trials on hold); see also Complaint ¶ 2, SEC v. Itri, No. 14-cv-02525 (D.N.J. Apr. 21, 2014), ECF No. 1 (alleging a tippee sold stock minutes after learning about negative clinical trial results); SEC v. Michel, 521 F. Supp. 2d 795, 828 (N.D. Ill. 2007) (stating that tippee bought stock the morning after discussing company negotiations on a flight); United States v. Rajaratnam, 802 F. Supp. 2d 491, 504 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) (describing tippee’s instructions to wait to purchase stock until tipper provided guidance).

292. See Boudreault, Exchange Act Release No. 75420, 2015 SEC LEXIS 2881 (July 10, 2015) (finding that defendant sold 100 percent of stock held in personal brokerage account and 40 percent of stock in IRA account after learning that FDA was placing hold on clinical trial); Complaint ¶¶ 4–5, SEC v. Fan, No. 11-cv-00996 (W.D. Wash. Jan. 19, 2011), ECF No. 1 (alleging that on several days, tippee’s trades accounted for the majority of volume in entire market); see also United States v. Smith, 155 F.3d 1051, 1069 (9th Cir. 1998) (stating that evidence of a large trade could demonstrate use of material nonpublic information); United States v. Larrabee, 240 F.3d 18, 23 (1st Cir. 2001) (describing tippee’s purchase following tip as “nearly twice as large” as any prior trades).


294. See Boudreault, 2015 SEC LEXIS 2881, at 3 (stating that sale was largest single trade in four years).

is sure that was where he lost his keys. “Oh no,” the drunk replies, “I lost them in the park, but the light is better here.”

For enforcers, the streetlamp shines most brightly in M&A transactions and in the other contexts discussed above. Available evidence suggests that both the SEC and the SROs focus their monitoring on these situations, not necessarily because that is where most insider trading occurs but because that is where it is easiest to find and prosecute.

This observational bias is not unique to enforcers. Academic studies also tend to focus on the same limited contexts.

To understand these limitations, it is necessary to focus somewhat more closely on the extent to which the SEC relies on FINRA to identify potential insider trading cases. Most criminal insider trading cases come from referrals from the SEC or from the work of the FBI. The majority of civil cases do not appear to originate from the SEC’s own investigative efforts. SROs perform the primary surveillance function, with the SEC supplementing those efforts with its own resources and those of criminal enforcement authorities.

SEC litigation releases typically credit either the sources of a filed civil case or agencies (such as the FBI) who provided assistance in the investigation. As previously shown in Table 1 more than half of the SEC’s cases (59.0 percent) come from FINRA referrals. This figure likely undercounts the number of cases originating with FINRA. The evidence suggests the SEC was more consistent in referencing referrals in the later parts of the study period, meaning the data likely undercount earlier
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297. See supra notes 252–253 and accompanying text.
298. See Anup Agrawal & Tareque Nasser, Insider Trading in Takeover Targets, 18 J. Corp. Fin. 598, 598 (2012) (“[T]akeovers are one of the most researched topics in finance.”).
299. See Mary Jo White, supra note 246 (discussing how various insider trading cases originated).
300. See Testimony Concerning Insider Trading, supra note 155, at 2 (describing the Enforcement Division’s daily collaboration with counterparts across self-regulatory organizations).
301. See id. at 3 (describing the SRO’s surveillance systems).
referrals. The Options Regulatory Surveillance Authority (ORSA), another SRO now operating under FINRA’s supervision, appears in 25.0 percent of litigation releases. By contrast, the SEC’s Market Abuse Unit is cited for its investigative efforts in only 15.3 percent of filed cases, often in conjunction with the work of the SROs.\footnote{There are two reasons for the lower percentage of Market Abuse Unit cases. First, it is in part attributable to a reorganization of the Enforcement Division, which occurred during the study period. The Market Abuse Unit did not exist until the reorganization was announced in January 2010. Second, the Market Abuse Unit was formed to investigate complex, serial, and often hard-to-detect insider trading. It does not generally pursue traditional “one-off” cases.}

It is important to consider the potential benefits and costs of this system. SROs are valuable to the SEC because they allow the agency to partially outsource its investigations and presumably leverage the resources it deploys for detecting violations.\footnote{See Testimony Concerning Insider Trading, supra note 155 (“The surveillance departments at the SROs . . . use cutting-edge software programs to isolate unusual trading activity that may indicate insider trading.”).} Beyond such institutional benefits, SROs provide individualized benefits for risk-averse enforcement attorneys. For these attorneys, the more uncertainty associated with case outcomes, the greater pressure there is to pursue safer choices. Receiving a pre-packaged case from FINRA pinpointing a highly unusual, albeit small, trading pattern will be hard for many enforcement attorneys to ignore. All things being equal, these matters will tend to be viewed as low-risk options. Even if the investigation does not lead to a successful action, it will be easier for the enforcement attorney to blame a faulty SRO referral when her actions are reviewed.

But those benefits come with a significant cost. In connection with efforts that began in 2007, the SEC enforcement staff developed the Automated Bluesheet Analysis Project (“ABAP”).\footnote{See Khuzami, supra note 53 (explaining that the project helps enforcement staff “recognize suspicious trading patterns and identify relationships and connections among multiple traders and across multiple securities”).} Bluesheets provide detailed, trade-level data about trading in the subject security, including account information. They are typically the starting point for insider

\footnote{304. See Testimony Concerning Insider Trading, supra note 155 (“The surveillance departments at the SROs . . . use cutting-edge software programs to isolate unusual trading activity that may indicate insider trading.”).}

\footnote{305. See Khuzami, supra note 53 (explaining that the project helps enforcement staff “recognize suspicious trading patterns and identify relationships and connections among multiple traders and across multiple securities”).}
trading investigations.\footnote{When the SEC begins an investigation on its own initiative of as a result of a referral, it the sends out so-called bluesheet requests to broker-dealers and clearinghouses. FINRA also uses bluesheets in its preliminary investigations. See Electronic Blue Sheets (EBS), FINRA, https://perma.cc/NKZ6-8XW6 (PDF) (describing Electronic Blue Sheets and their role in regulatory enforcement).} In developing the ABAP, the SEC’s enforcement staff informally assessed the range of bluesheet coverage indicated by the number, scope, and timing of bluesheet requests made for trading in front of M&A announcements.\footnote{Hawke Interview, supra note 53.} By comparing those requests to the number of high value M&A transactions in a particular year, the staff observed that while regulators were historically effective in identifying and investigating suspicious trading based on the technological resources available to them, they could improve their bluesheet coverage and thereby expand their investigative reach by being more strategic in their focus on which transactions to bluesheet, among other things.\footnote{Id.} In developing ABAP, the enforcement staff focused on traders whose trading patterns in the same stocks at the same time suggested that they potentially knew each other, had a common source of information, had shared MNPI, and had engaged in coordinated insider trading.\footnote{Id.} Indeed, the enforcement staff’s assessment in developing the ABAP was that while existing surveillance techniques were adequate to identify opportunistic insider trading on a “one-off” basis, they often did not capture coordinated or serial trading among more sophisticated market participants.\footnote{Id.}

These results led the SEC enforcement staff to rethink its investigative approach and to deploy ABAP to identify potential relationships among traders and potential common sources of material nonpublic information. Developing what it calls a “trader-based” rather than “security-based” approach, the SEC looks for traders who collectively exhibit unusual trading patterns across different securities, and then tries to find common sources of information or relationship that link them
But even under this approach, the SEC must still prove materiality and it therefore is still likely to focus on cases involving significant stock price movements. Materiality concerns continue to play a dominant role even in cases investigated under the trader-based approach. For example, in a case against a former law firm managing clerk, many of the transactions alleged in the complaint had announcement returns of over 30 percent. The trader-based approach simply allowed the SEC to identify insider trading in additional deals with no or only small abnormal returns. And, of course, the case still focused on trading preceding M&A transactions.

To be sure, the intense focus on M&A transactions appears to have created some beneficial deterrent effects. Studying stock price run-ups before deal announcements, Del Guercio and her co-authors find a smaller price impact in the early 2000s than was found in studies of insider trading in the 1980s, a

311. The more frequently two traders appear to trade in front of the same stocks, the more likely it is that they know each other. See Todd Ehret, SEC’s Advanced Data Analytics Helps Detect Even the Smallest Illicit Market Activity, REUTERS (June 30, 2017, 1:11 PM) https://perma.cc/PB99-QXQD (PDF) (“In contrast to the ‘security-based’ approach, the ‘trader-based’ approach examines or mines ‘blue sheet’ data to detect and analyze individual and institutional traders to determine which securities they trade.”).


314. See id. (noting that the schemes involved “more than a dozen pending corporate transactions”).

315. Moves toward greater private ordering likely have also played a role. Black-out periods, pre-clearance for high level executives, or other policies are common at publicly traded companies. See J.C. Bettis et al., Corporate Policies Restricting Trading by Insiders, 57 J. FIN. ECON. 191, 192 (2000). These private ordering mechanisms appear to deter at least some kinds of improper trading. See Inmoo Lee et al., Do Voluntary Corporate Restrictions on Insider Trading Eliminate Informed Insider Trading?, 29 J. CORP. FIN. 158, 177 (2014).
result they attribute to greater fear of legal liability. Lisa Meulbroek’s study of that earlier period found an average abnormal return of 3.1 percent on days with insider trading. By contrast, Del Guercio found average abnormal run-ups in their sample of cases filed between 2003 and 2011 of only 0.5 percent, an 80 percent decrease. To address self-selection problems, the authors also looked at the impact of SEC enforcement intensity on the size of pre-announcement run-ups. In the 1980s, 40 percent of the abnormal return occurred in the twenty days before the announcement compared to just 10 percent in the latter years of the Del Guercio study.

There is little doubt that enforcement deters insider trading. The problem is that greater scrutiny only leads to greater deterrence if market participants perceive that enforcement activities increase the likelihood of detection. This is why law enforcement strategies that crack down on particular crimes have been shown to be effective, although often those reductions are temporary. But an enforcement program dominated by small traders engaged in obvious violations may very well create the opposite perception. Sophisticated insider traders, like street criminals who displace their activities from more heavily patrolled to less heavily
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323. See Paternoster, supra note 321, at 793–94 (collecting studies).
patrolled neighborhoods, may simply shift their illicit trading strategies in ways designed to avoid detection.\textsuperscript{324}

As Kate Andrias has noted, sophisticated parties tend to be "aware of informal, undisclosed policies of nonenforcement or prioritization."\textsuperscript{325} And it seems equally likely that they have a reasonably subtle appreciation for how targeted crimes are detected. Because detection techniques rely so heavily on the temporal proximity between the trade and a dramatic market event there are several ways that sophisticated traders could adopt strategies to obscure their violations. Indeed, there is empirical evidence suggesting that traders continue to earn abnormal market returns through trading strategies evidently designed to avoid, if not detection, at least enforcement.\textsuperscript{326} For example, some company insiders are apparently able to avoid losses associated with previously uninterrupted strings of earnings increases by selling their shares before those breaks.\textsuperscript{327} Rather than concentrating their sales immediately before the breaks, insiders shift their trading to earlier time periods,\textsuperscript{328} which not only makes detection more difficult but creates additional legal hurdles for enforcers, who must show that the trading was on the basis of MNPI. This strategy appears to exploit the rules of thumb enforcers use. It is often the case that the closer in time trades are made before a public announcement, the more likely an SEC investigation will result.\textsuperscript{329}

In M&A transactions, the SEC tends to focus on trading in the common stock of the target company. Common stock trading

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{324} See John J. Donohue et al., Do Police Reduce Crime? A Reexamination of a Natural Experiment, in EMPIRICAL LEGAL ANALYSIS: ASSESSING THE PERFORMANCE OF LEGAL INSTITUTIONS 125, 125 (Yun-Chien Chang ed., 2013) (finding that criminals move their activities when policing increases in their local areas).
\item \textsuperscript{325} Andrias, supra note 38, at 1098.
\item \textsuperscript{326} See Bin Ke et al., What Insiders Know about Future Earnings and How They Use It: Evidence from Insider Trades, 35 J. ACCT. & ECON. 315, 316 (2003) (noting traders' awareness of trading patterns and strategies to lower detection).
\item \textsuperscript{327} See id. at 330 (explaining that insiders must sell before the break to "avoid the stock price drop which coincides with the break").
\item \textsuperscript{328} See id. at 343.
\item \textsuperscript{329} Hawke Interview, supra note 53.
\end{itemize}
accounts for 55.3 percent of M&A cases in the dataset. Pure derivative trading is just 11.8 percent. Given the incentive structure of enforcement attorneys, this emphasis makes sense. As shown in more detail below, cases involving common share trading prior to M&A announcements, particularly those referred by FINRA, settle more quickly than other kinds of cases.\footnote{330} These cases represent easy opportunities for enforcement attorneys and the agency to increase their win rates.

But only the least sophisticated traders are likely to engage in such trading. Savvier, more experienced traders may devise profitable trading strategies that are subtler. For example, a recent study shows traders shifting to two types of derivative transactions: (1) out-of-the-money call options of target companies; and (2) at-the-money straddles of the acquiring companies, which have positive returns if the acquirer’s stock price moves in either direction. Trading volumes tend to be higher in larger deals with greater liquidity, conditions that make it easier to disguise informed trading.\footnote{331} These patterns are consistent with sophisticated traders exploiting MNPI in ways that enforcers are less likely to detect or pursue.\footnote{332}

As a result, for all the resources devoted to detection, to the extent that enforcers continue to focus predominantly on common stock trading before dramatic market events, they remain much more likely to uncover the least sophisticated traders engaged in the most obvious insider trading.\footnote{333} Indeed, as computer power and analytical sophistication grow, investigators both at the SEC and FINRA are now able to

\footnote{330. See infra Part VII.A.}
\footnote{331. See Augustin, supra note 257, at 9; Alex Frino et al., How Much Does an Illegal Insider Trade?, 13 INT’L REV. FIN. 241, 252 (2013) (insiders decrease trade volumes in response to increases in the likelihood of detection).}
\footnote{332. See Jon A. Garfinkel, New Evidence on the Effects of Federal Regulations on Insider Trading: The Insider Trading and Securities Fraud Enforcement Act (ITSFEA), 3 J. CORP. FIN. 89, 96–104 (1997) (noting that there is evidence that informed traders shift their trading patterns in response to changes in penalty severity, consistent with standard deterrence theory).}
\footnote{333. See Jesse M. Fried, Reducing the Profitability of Corporate Insider Trading Through Pretrading Disclosure, 71 S. CAL. L. REV. 303, 333 (1998) (explaining that the SEC will focus its enforcement resources where violations are most likely to have occurred and will be the easiest to prove).}
identify small, suspicious trading anomalies that might previously have gone undetected. The referrals the SEC receives from SROs (Table 4) generally involve these smaller matters. For example, the mean (median) alleged profits in cases referred by FINRA are $2.39 million ($176,686), significantly less than the mean and median profits in cases from other sources ($7.94 million and $791,760).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINRA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINRA Referral</td>
<td>$2,385,832**</td>
<td>$176,686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No FINRA Referral</td>
<td>$7,937,938</td>
<td>$791,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORSA Referral</td>
<td>$1,709,060*</td>
<td>$440,657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ORSA Referral</td>
<td>$6,175,192</td>
<td>$279,031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance: * = 0.05 ** = 0.01 *** = 0.001

Source: SEC Litigation Releases and filed case documents. Total profits are in inflation adjusted 2016 dollars and represent the defendant’s alleged profits and the profits of all other members in the same insider trading network.

To be sure, such trading remains unlawful, and it is hard to argue that enforcers should not pursue such cases, particularly where investigation is easy, cheap, and quick.

But it is not. SROs do not have subpoena powers. The SEC still has to investigate SRO referrals before filing a case. I analyzed the time between the first alleged insider trading event and the filing of an SEC action. The mean (median)
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334. See 3 ALAN R. BROMBERG ET AL., BROMBERG & LOWENFELS ON SECURITIES FRAUD § 6:110 (2d ed. 2020) (stating that technological developments have enabled “the SEC to sift through all the ‘chatter’ of available financial and personal information in order to detect insider trading”).

number of days is 1180 (1215). In other words, it takes enforcers on average over three years to identify, investigate, and file the cases they bring. We cannot directly observe the intensity of investigative effort over this time period. But SEC officials have repeatedly emphasized how time-consuming and labor-intensive insider trading investigations are. Whatever the potential mix of cases it might choose to investigate, the agency is devoting considerable effort to a large number of small, simple cases. Given all of the ways that the SEC could deploy its enforcement resources, it is a legitimate question whether pursuing these cases as extensively as it does is likely to be a rational and effective deterrence strategy.

Indeed, the incentives to pursue small, easily resolved cases may be increasing. In a series of recent cases, the Supreme Court has applied a five-year statute of limitations on SEC enforcement actions seeking either civil penalties or disgorgement, the primary recoveries in insider trading cases. While these decisions would preclude only a minority of SEC cases and limit the SEC’s ability to obtain disgorgement in others, they may create additional incentives for the agency to eschew long, complicated investigations of complex schemes in

336. See 17 C.F.R. § 203.5 (2020) (“[A]ll formal investigative proceedings shall be non-public.”).

337. See Testimony Concerning Insider Trading, supra note 155 (describing how time intensive, “complex[,] and painstaking” insider trading cases can be).

338. See David Freeman Enstrom, Agencies as Litigation Gatekeepers, 123 YALE L.J. 616, 684 (2013) (noting that scholars have “long contended that the SEC tends to pursue relatively small cases in an effort to pad its success rate . . . rather than allocating scarce enforcement resources with an eye to optimizing deterrence”).

339. See Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821, 831 (1985) (stating that agencies are endowed with considerable discretion “attributable in no small part to the general unsuitability for judicial review of decisions to refuse enforcement”).

340. See Gabelli v. SEC, 568 U.S. 442, 442 (2013) (explaining that if the SEC seeks civil penalties, it must file suit within five years of the date when the claim accrued, pursuant to a general statute of limitations); Kokesh v. SEC, 137 S. Ct. 1635, 1638 (2017) (stating that a five-year statute of limitations applies when the SEC seeks civil penalties).
favor of obvious cases that can be investigated and filed more quickly.\footnote{341}

Focusing enforcement efforts on small, unsophisticated insider trading may do little to deter the more sophisticated traders who are at the heart of so much enforcement rhetoric. Indeed, the substantial disconnect between what enforcement officials say and what they actually do in practice raises important questions about the perceived legitimacy of insider trading enforcement. When enforcers’ public talk deviates from actual practices, they run the risk of muting or distorting the message prosecutions are supposed to send. We can call this problem “enforcement dissonance”—what enforcers claim they are doing does not match what they are actually doing. At some point, straying too far from the rhetorical underpinnings of enforcement might call into question the very necessity for any enforcement of insider trading proscriptions, precisely the reaction we see in both academic and popular critiques.

\section*{VI. The Misappropriation Theory and Duties of Trust and Confidence}

Few insider trading critics dispute that trading in breach of a traditional fiduciary duty (such as those applicable to employees or other agents) should give rise to liability, regardless of whether that action is premised on the classical or misappropriation theory. Similarly, the circumstances under which temporary constructive insiders (lawyers, investment bankers, accountants, and other consultants) inherit the abstain or disclose duty are well settled.\footnote{342} More controversy surrounds other duties of “trust and confidence” that might give

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext{341}{See Urska Velikonja, Public Enforcement After Kokesh: Evidence from SEC Actions, 108 Geo. L.J. 389, 431 (2019) (“The SEC’s limited resources mean that it cannot be everywhere at all times, so Kokesh might push the Agency to look for misconduct under the street light.”).}
\footnotetext{342}{See, e.g., Anderson, supra note 18, at 76 (stating that the basis for recognizing temporary insider status is “that they have entered into a special confidential relationship in the conduct of the business of the enterprise and are given access to information solely for corporate purposes” (quoting Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646, 655 n.14 (1983))).}
\end{footnotes}
rise to liability under the misappropriation theory. Naturally the question arises—how expansive are these duties and can market participants predict with certainty the relationships that create liability?

Critics charge that enforcers take too broad a view of such duties and that they expand them to fit the needs of the actions they want to file. The result is a vague and uncertain liability standard. These non-traditional duties of trust and confidence have involved everything from familial relationships, friendships, and confidentiality agreements to membership in organizations like Alcoholics Anonymous, with either explicit or implicit expectations of confidentiality.

343. See id. ("The courts and the SEC have not . . . been so clear and consistent in identifying who assumes a fiduciary or similar relation of trust and confidence under the misappropriation theory.").

344. ANDERSON, supra note 18, at 62.

345. See Painter, supra note 120, at 157 ("[I]t is clear that the misappropriation theory remains exceptionally vague as a standard for criminal liability.").


347. See United States v. McPhail, 831 F.3d 1, 5–7 (1st Cir. 2016) (friends). Most friend cases involve situations in which one friend impermissibly tips another. These cases are analyzed under the Dirks standard and, like other tipping cases, the key question is whether the tipper received a personal benefit. See infra Part VII.D. By contrast, misappropriation cases often involve one friend secretly converting MNPI for his or her personal benefit. In such cases, the relevant question is whether the friendship creates a duty of trust or confidence sufficient for liability under the misappropriation theory. See McPhail, 831 F.3d at 5–7 (outlining the relationship between McPhail and Santamaria, from whom he obtained the classified information, and determining that there was an established level of trust and confidence between the two that was subsequently breached by McPhail).

348. See SEC v. Kornman, 391 F. Supp. 2d 477, 489, 491 (N.D.Tex. 2005) (concluding that MPNI learned by a tax and financial planning consultant was confidential even though the parties had not yet entered into a contract for those services).

349. See United States v. McGee, 763 F.3d 304, 317 (3d Cir. 2014) (explaining that the expectation of confidentially engendered between two parties connected through Alcoholics Anonymous that resulted in one trading on MPNI learned in the confines of that relationship violated Rule 10b-5); SEC
Front and center in this critique is the SEC’s adoption of Rule 10b5-2. Promulgated in the wake of United States v. Chestman and other cases that tried to cabin the reach of the misappropriation theory, the rule defines three non-exclusive situations that give rise to the requisite duty of trust and confidence: (1) whenever a person agrees to maintain information in confidence; (2) whenever there is a “history, pattern, or practice” of sharing confidential information that gives rise to an expectation of confidentiality; and (3) between close family members, specifically a “spouse, parent, child, or sibling.” Commentators have questioned the validity of at least some aspects of Rule 10b5-2, primarily asserting that the SEC does not have the authority to extend liability beyond traditional fiduciary duties or duties of trust and confidence that are “similar” to traditional fiduciary duties. Under this view, only relationships that involve both discretionary authority and dependency are sufficiently similar to warrant potential
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351. 947 F.2d 551 (2d Cir. 1991).
352. See id. at 567 (stating that the court will “tread cautiously in extending the misappropriation theory to new relationships, lest our efforts to construe Rule 10b-5 lose method and predictability”); Selective Disclosure and Insider Trading, 64 Fed. Reg. 72,590, 72,602 (proposed Dec. 28, 1999) (citing Chestman).
353. 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b5-2(b) (2020).
354. See Bainbridge, supra note 231, at 104 (stating that there is “some doubt as to the validity of the Rule” and that that courts should be “loath” to employ this phraseology as an expansion method).
liability.\textsuperscript{355} For the most part, courts have found Rule 10b5-2 to be a proper exercise of delegated authority.\textsuperscript{356}

Whatever the merits of those arguments, what have securities enforcers actually done in practice? Are there large numbers of cases premised on overly broad interpretations of duties of trust and confidence? Are there significant differences between civil and criminal cases?

The data presented here only partially support existing critiques. As Table 5 shows, there were 121 defendants in the sample who were alleged to have misappropriated MNPI in breach of a fiduciary or other duty of trust and confidence owed to the source of the information. For the most part these cases were unexceptionable. Nearly half of the defendants were alleged to have traded on or disclosed MNPI they learned through an employment relationship (47.9 percent). There is no dispute that misappropriation liability is appropriate in these situations because employees are agents who owe a fiduciary duty to the principal and have an obligation not to use the principal’s information for their benefit.\textsuperscript{357} Another 18.2 percent of cases are premised on a traditional fiduciary relationship

\textsuperscript{355} Chestman, 947 F.2d at 569 (“We have little trouble finding the evidence insufficient to establish a fiduciary relationship or its functional equivalent between Keith Loeb and the Waldbaum family.”). \textit{But see} Kornman, 391 F. Supp. 2d at 488 (finding the basis for liability on the alleged “disparate knowledge and expertise” of Kornman, placing no emphasis on discretionary authority or dependence).

\textsuperscript{356} \textit{See} McGee, 763 F.3d at 310–16 (finding Rule 10b5-2 proper in both the SEC’s rulemaking authority and in supporting convictions for securities fraud and perjury).

\textsuperscript{357} \textit{See} Bainbridge, \textit{supra} note 231, at 105; \textit{Restatement (Third) of Agency} § 8.05 (Am. L. Inst. 2006) (“[I]t is a breach of an agent’s duty to use confidential information of the principal for the purpose of effecting trades in securities . . . .”).
involving professionals such as lawyers, accountants, or investment bankers. Roughly two-thirds of misappropriation actions, therefore, are premised on uncontroversial fiduciary relationships.

Table 5
Alleged Duties in Misappropriation Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of Duty</th>
<th>Civil Only</th>
<th>Criminal</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>32 (42.67)</td>
<td>26 (56.52)</td>
<td>58 (47.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Traditional Fiduciary</td>
<td>12 (16.00)</td>
<td>10 (21.74)</td>
<td>22 (18.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Relationship</td>
<td>13 (17.33)</td>
<td>2 (04.35)</td>
<td>15 (12.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>7 (09.33)</td>
<td>3 (06.52)</td>
<td>10 (08.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality Agreement</td>
<td>8 (10.67)</td>
<td>4 (08.70)</td>
<td>12 (09.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (02.67)</td>
<td>1 (02.17)</td>
<td>3 (02.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1 (01.33)</td>
<td>0 (00.00)</td>
<td>1 (00.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>75</strong></td>
<td><strong>46</strong></td>
<td><strong>121</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Number (percent) of fiduciary or other duty of trust and confidence defendant violated in misappropriation cases as alleged in the complaint or other charging document.

Cases based on family relationships, friendships, or breaches of confidentiality agreements are less frequent. Of these, family relationships are the most prevalent (involving 17.3 percent of civil defendants) and the least problematic. To be sure, some early cases argued that not all close family relationships necessarily gave rise to a duty of trust and
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358. See, e.g., Complaint ¶ 4, SEC v. Grewal, No. 14-cv-02026 (C.D. Cal. Dec. 22, 2014), ECF No. 1 (stating that defendant was primary outside counsel that advised on matters of “corporate and securities law.”); Complaint ¶ 1, SEC v. Cutillo, No. 09-cv-09208 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 5, 2009), ECF No. 1 (alleging that defendant, an attorney, “misappropriated from his law firm material, nonpublic information concerning at least four corporate acquisitions or bids”).


360. See, e.g., Complaint ¶¶ 1–2, SEC v. Hixon, No. 14-cv-00158 (W.D. Tex. Feb. 20, 2014), ECF No. 2 (stating that the defendant had spent “at least the last 12 years of his career as an investment banker”).
confidence,\textsuperscript{361} but Rule 10b5-2 replaced the case-by-case analysis those decisions called for with a bright-line rule. While critics might disagree with how the SEC has drawn that line, if the primary complaint about the misappropriation theory is that it creates uncertain liability because duties of trust and confidence are poorly specified, then defining the precise relationships that give rise to liability should adequately address these concerns.\textsuperscript{362} The family cases enforcers bring tend to fit squarely within the confines of Rule 10b5-2.\textsuperscript{363}

Misappropriation cases premised on friendship can be more problematic. The SEC often couples allegations of friendship with allegations of a confidentiality agreement or with some evidence of a history, pattern, and practice of sharing confidences to try to fit the cases within the confines of Rule 10b5-2. In some cases, these allegations are quite detailed,\textsuperscript{364} but all too frequently the evidence is rather thin and the

\textsuperscript{361} See United States v. Chestman, 947 F.2d 551, 568 (2d Cir. 1991) (“[M]ore than the gratuitous reposal of a secret to another who happens to be a family member is required to establish a fiduciary or similar relationship of trust and confidence.”).

\textsuperscript{362} See Joan MacLeod Heminway, Martha Stewart and the Forbidden Fruit: A New Story of Eve, 2009 Mich. St. L. Rev. 1017, 1039 (2009) (“[C]ontinuing uncertainty regarding the identity of the beneficiary of the requisite duty of trust and confidence for insider trading liability under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 further illustrates the unclear nature of that duty under existing doctrine.”).


allegations conclusory.\textsuperscript{365} For example, in \textit{SEC v. Darden},\textsuperscript{366} the defendant allegedly misappropriated MNPI from a director regarding a company’s proposed merger.\textsuperscript{367} The SEC alleged that the two men “maintained regular contact over 30 years” and shared an office suite for six years.\textsuperscript{368} But the only allegation about an agreement was the conclusory statement that “they shared information, which information was expected to be and was maintained as confidential.”\textsuperscript{369} In some cases, there is virtually no factual detail regarding the relationship. In \textit{SEC v. Doyle},\textsuperscript{370} the only allegations were that the insider was the defendant’s house guest and inadvertently left deal documents there.\textsuperscript{371} That is hardly the stuff of a duty of trust and confidence, but those issues were never litigated.\textsuperscript{372} The case settled the day after it was filed, as did many of the friendship cases.

Cases based solely on confidentiality agreements have been similarly controversial. Early decisions often held that “a fiduciary duty cannot be imposed unilaterally by entrusting a person with confidential information.”\textsuperscript{373} As noted, some commentators use these holdings to question the validity of Rule 10b5-2(b)(1), which defines breach of such an agreement to be

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{365} See \textit{SEC v. Conradt}, 947 F. Supp. 2d 406, 411–12 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (recognizing shortcomings of SEC’s allegations but finding them sufficient for purposes of a motion to dismiss).
\item \textsuperscript{366} No. 13-cv-00138 (N.D. Ga.).
\item \textsuperscript{368} \textit{Id.} ¶ 13.
\item \textsuperscript{369} \textit{Id.} ¶ 14; see Complaint ¶ 13, \textit{SEC v. Drewery}, No. 14-cv-00299 (E.D.N.C. May 27, 2014), ECF No. 1 (alleging that the men were “best friends” and had known each other for thirty-five years); Complaint ¶ 18, \textit{SEC v. McEnery}, No. 15-cv-04091 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 9, 2015), ECF No. 1 (involving a defendant and an insider that had “dated on and off since the early 1990s” and had a “history of sharing confidences”).
\item \textsuperscript{370} No. 11-cv-04964 (S.D.N.Y.).
\item \textsuperscript{372} Agreed Final Judgment at 1, \textit{SEC v. Doyle}, No. 11-cv-04964 (S.D.N.Y. July 21, 2011), ECF No. 4.
\item \textsuperscript{373} \textit{Walton v. Morgan Stanley & Co.}, 623 F.2d 796, 799 (2d Cir. 1980) (applying Delaware law).
\end{itemize}
sufficient for misappropriation liability. But many of the cases enforcers actually bring involve clear-cut situations in which the defendants violated explicit confidentiality agreements. Often these cases involve doctors supervising clinical trials or other kinds of consulting arrangements. In other cases, defendants were provided confidential offering information only after they agreed not to trade on it or tip it to anyone else. None of these cases involve overly aggressive interpretations of duties of trust and confidence.

Taken together, there is some evidence the SEC expansively interprets duties of trust and confidence, particularly with respect to misappropriation among friends. While such cases constitute a small part of the civil enforcement actions, it would be particularly troubling if those same expansive and vague interpretations arose in the criminal context. Vague standards in criminal prosecutions could raise
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374. See Ryan M. Davis, Note, Trimming the “Judicial Oak”: Rule 10b-5-2(b)(1), Confidentiality Agreements, and the Proper Scope of Insider Trading Liability, 63 VAND. L. REV. 1469, 1487 (2010) (stating that Chestman remains the “most influential” case on the matter of duties required and that this reliance has engendered different responses to the validity of the Rule in courts).


377. See Complaint ¶ 1, United States v. Fishoff, No. 15-mj-03622 (D.N.J. May 29, 2015), ECF No. 1 (stating that defendants “received inside information concerning a confidentially marketed secondary stock offering . . . pursuant to defendants’ entry into confidentiality or “wall-crossing” agreements” prohibiting disclosure or trading in the company’s securities).
significant due process concerns, and expansive applications of sparse statutory language would be inconsistent with the rule of lenity that normally applies to the interpretation of criminal statutes.

There is a little evidence, however, that expansive civil interpretations of duties of trust and confidence present a particular problem in criminal cases. Courts have often shown some sensitivity to expanding duties of trust and confidence in criminal cases even if they are willing to do so in civil ones. The data suggest that criminal prosecutors consider these concerns. As Table 5 shows, criminal and civil enforcers bring similar proportions of misappropriation cases. Approximately a quarter of the defendants subject to criminal prosecution (24.9 percent) were alleged to have misappropriated MNPI, compared to 27.1 percent in exclusively civil actions. Nontraditional duties of trust and confidence, however, appear with far greater frequency in civil cases. About 41 percent of civil cases involve a nontraditional duty of trust and confidence compared to just 21.7 percent for criminal cases. These differences are significant at less than 5 percent.

When criminal enforcement authorities pursue cases involving nontraditional fiduciary duties, they typically involve relatively egregious cases of insider trading, often involving close family members. These are the kinds of cases that tend not to test the boundaries of insider trading doctrine. For example, Matthew Devlin stole MNPI from his wife, an executive at a communications firm that provided services to companies engaged in M&A transactions. Devlin tipped the information to day traders, who referred to Devlin’s wife as the “Golden Goose” in text messages because of the valuable information she
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378. See Chiarella v. United States, 445 U.S. 222, 235 n.20 (1980) (“[A] judicial holding that certain undefined activities ‘generally are prohibited’ by § 10(b) would raise questions whether either criminal or civil defendants would be given fair notice that they have engaged in illegal activity.”).  
380. See SEC v. Yun, 327 F.3d 1263, 1272 n.22 (11th Cir. 2003) (declining to narrowly circumscribe duties of trust and confidence in civil context).  
possessed. But the court did not rest its finding of a duty of trust and confidence solely on the marriage relationship. Instead, it held that the indictment could not be dismissed because it alleged “repeated disclosure of business secrets” and an agreement to maintain the confidentiality of those secrets sufficient to demonstrate “the functional equivalent of a fiduciary relationship.” Such allegations would be sufficient even under the most restrictive interpretations of the misappropriation theory.

Criminal cases based on friendship tend not to be based solely on the existence of the relationship itself. Rather, they typically involve strong evidence of an agreement to maintain information in confidence, thus fitting easily within the confines of Rule 10b5-2. For example, in *United States v. McPhail,* the defendant was close friends with an executive of a publicly traded company. The executive disclosed MNPI in confidence to McPhail, warning him that he should never repeat anything they discussed. Nonetheless, McPhail tipped the MNPI to other friends. Evidence in the case showed both that McPhail knew that he should maintain the confidentiality of the MNPI and that passing it on was wrongful.

Taken together, these data suggest that civil enforcers define duties of trust and confidence more expansively than criminal enforcers. Criminal enforcement does sometimes involve nontradition fiduciary duties, but usually in cases involving close family relationships or situations in which there is a clear agreement to maintain the confidentiality of
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382. See id. at 610 (stating that Devlin’s wife was referred to as the “Golden Goose” because she was “able to produce precious information about publicly traded companies prior to its public announcement”).
383. Id.
384. Id. at 616–17 (quoting United States v. Chestman, 947 F.2d 551, 569 (2d Cir. 1991)).
385. 831 F.3d 1 (1st Cir. 2016).
386. Id. at 3.
387. Id. at 5.
388. Id.
389. Id. at 6–7.
information. As a result, fears that expansive civil interpretations of duties of trust and confidence are inappropriately broadening the scope of criminal liability appear not be borne out by actual prosecutorial practices.

VII. The Targets of Insider Trading Enforcement

To more fully understand how enforcement rhetoric matches up with enforcement reality, this section provides detailed data on which cases enforcers bring against which defendants and how those cases are resolved. By looking at how enforcers operationalize insider trading law, we can better evaluate which of the competing depictions of enforcement is the most accurate. The available evidence strongly suggests that the SEC targets enforcement efforts at cases that are likely to be quickly and easily resolved. Criminal enforcement, by contrast, is generally reserved for more serious cases, measured by, among other things, the type of defendant, the size of the insider trading network, and the profits earned. But like civil cases, the criminal cases tend to be those in which liability is fairly certain.

A. Civil Outcomes

Perhaps the best evidence that the SEC focuses its enforcement efforts on cases that are likely to be quickly and easily resolved are the actual enforcement outcomes. As shown in Table 6, the sample contains 405 actions the SEC filed in federal court that were resolved when the sample was analyzed. The SEC won 93.1 percent of those cases. Win rates like these are not uncommon in governmental enforcement proceedings, and they are driven in large part by high settlement rates. More than 90 percent of the resolved cases in the dataset were settled. Twenty-three cases were resolved in defendants' favor through some form of pre-trial resolution. The SEC won only nine (64.3 percent) of the fourteen cases that went to trial.

390. See id. at 5 ("[T]he evidence that he [McPhail] knew that Santamaria was expecting him to keep the inside information secret is quite strong.").
Table 6
Outcomes in Resolved SEC Federal Court Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>(% Total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>93.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlement</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>90.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Trial</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defendant</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Trial</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Included all SEC civil actions in federal court that were resolved when the sample was analyzed.

More telling than the number of cases that settle, however, is the speed with which cases are resolved. The SEC’s actions are typically stayed if there is a parallel criminal action, substantially lengthening the time to resolve the case. As shown in Table 1, on average, the 158 civil cases with parallel criminal actions took 625 days to resolve, significantly longer than the 251 days to resolve the remaining 247 civil enforcement actions. But most civil actions are resolved much more quickly. As shown in Table 7, a total of 121 cases (49.0 percent) settled within thirty days or fewer of filing. Although the SEC takes a long time to bring cases, once it does, they wrap up quickly. The shorter the case the better the outcome for the SEC. The agency obtained a settlement in 100 percent of the cases resolved in 180 days or fewer; it prevailed in just 81.6 percent of the cases that took longer to resolve.
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391. See Velikonja, supra note 341, at 423.
392. See infra Table 1. This difference is significant at less than 0.001.
393. See supra Part VII.G.
Table 7
Days from Filing to Resolution in SEC Civil Enforcement Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days from Filing</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>(% Total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 Days or Fewer</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>(48.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-364 Days</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>(26.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Years</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>(14.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 2 Years</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>(10.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Cases include only civil actions brought in federal court without parallel criminal actions.

In terms of time to resolution, the SEC obtains significant advantages from relying on FINRA referrals. The cases in the dataset with FINRA referrals were resolved in an average of just 150 days. That was significantly less time than in the cases without FINRA referrals, which took more than twice as long (394 days) on average. These data are consistent with the idea that the FINRA referrals the SEC files are more certain, easier cases.

B. Targeted Defendants

The common trope in insider trading rhetoric is the director or high-level executive of a large, often well-known company, either trading on or tipping information. Such cases, however, are relatively uncommon (Table 8). Overall, just 10.3 percent of insider trading defendants were senior officers or directors. For cases enforced only through civil actions, officer and directors accounted for 12.8 percent of defendants. In most instances, these individuals were from smaller firms, where looser controls and less institutional ownership may make insider trading easier. For example, Anthony Andrade was an outside

394. See supra Table 7. This difference is significant at less than 0.001.
395. Larger firms typically have more institutional ownership and stronger governance controls. Insider trading appears to be more difficult and enforcement less prevalent in these settings. See Lauren Cohen et al., Decoding Inside Information, 67 J. Fin. 1009, 1020 (2012) (stating that the
director of a community bank who tipped three friends about the bank’s impending acquisition.\textsuperscript{396} Frank Blystone was the chairman of the board and CEO of an oil and gas company who sold shares while in possession of MNPI about the firm’s financial position.\textsuperscript{397}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Defendants</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Criminal</th>
<th>Non-Criminal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Officer and Director</td>
<td>48 (10.32)</td>
<td>12 (6.52)</td>
<td>36 (12.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Employee</td>
<td>71 (15.27)</td>
<td>30 (16.30)</td>
<td>41 (14.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMP</td>
<td>100 (21.51)</td>
<td>68 (36.96)</td>
<td>32 (11.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawyer</td>
<td>13 (2.80)</td>
<td>8 (4.35)</td>
<td>5 (1.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Professional</td>
<td>30 (6.45)</td>
<td>10 (5.43)</td>
<td>20 (7.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends and Family</td>
<td>177 (38.06)</td>
<td>52 (28.11)</td>
<td>125 (44.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>26 (5.59)</td>
<td>5 (2.72)</td>
<td>21 (7.47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SEC Litigation Releases and filed case documents. Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding. In some cases, data was unavailable for all defendants. As a result, the number of observations for some variables differs.

The more common defendants are mid-level company employees. Insider trading is thus less a violation of “the most advantaged, privileged, and wealthy insiders in modern finance,”\textsuperscript{398} and more one targeting middle managers. Overall, about 15 percent of insider trading defendants are nonexecutive officers employed by the corporate source.\textsuperscript{399} It is also not number of insider buys is higher for smaller firms); Lee et al., supra note 315, at 167 (noting that probabilities of information-based trading are lower for large firms than for smaller firms).

\textsuperscript{396} SEC Charges Director of Rhode Island Bank and Three Others With Insider Trading, Litigation Release No. 23278, 2015 SEC LEXIS 2271 (June 8, 2015).


\textsuperscript{398} Bharara, supra note 14.

uncommon for lower level employees to face insider trading charges.400

The biggest differences between the subsamples of civil and criminal targets lie in two categories of defendants, SMPs and an amorphous group of “friends and family” who are often the recipients of improper tips. Case law, the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines, enforcement rhetoric, and the narrative conventions of insider trading typically portray insider trading by SMPs as more blameworthy than other kinds of improper trading. In that light and given that so much of the recent criminal crackdown targeted insider trading at hedge funds, it cannot be very surprising that SMPs appear three times more frequently in the sampled cases with criminal components. But those differences were not just byproducts of the crackdown. Even toward the end of the study period, when the crackdown had begun to taper off, SMPs appeared more frequently in criminal matters.401 Of course, these defendants are not just the elite market participants of insider trading rhetoric. Prosecutors often target lower level employees from hedge funds and investment banks to obtain their cooperation.402

By contrast, the SEC cases are dominated by opportunistic tips passed to friends and family members. As Table 8 shows, 44.64 percent of the civil enforcement cases involved friends or family members trading on tips, often from mid-level corporate insiders. A typical example involved a marketing director who traded and then tipped his father-in-law when he learned that his company was about to be acquired.403 The significance of these kinds of tippees in the SEC’s enforcement program highlights the importance of the Supreme Court’s recent

401. For FY 2014–2015, 30.43 percent of defendants in cases with criminal enforcement were SMPs compared to just 6.60 percent of cases without a criminal component.
Salman decision, which re-affirmed that a gift of inside information to a relative or friend could provide a basis for liability under Rule 10b-5.

C. Insider Trading Activity

Insider trading can involve a range of conduct. The most serious cases involve complex networks of individuals who trade tips or SMPs who cultivate a wide array of sources at companies or expert network firms. In popular depictions, savvy market operators receive inside information from multiple, often unrelated sources, using their financial resources to earn enormous profits. To maximize returns, more sophisticated traders employ options or other derivative instruments rather than common shares. They take elaborate steps to disguise their trading, such as conducting it through offshore accounts, or using disposable cell phones or communicating in code. If an investigation is launched, they may lie to investigators, destroy evidence, or otherwise obstruct justice. These factors are generally reflected in the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines as markers of more serious crimes warranting longer sentences.

405. Id. at 429.
406. See supra Part II.A.
407. See Affidavit of Special Agent Ryan Lane in Support of an Application for Criminal Complaint at 3–6, United States v. Kanodia, No. 15-cr-10131 (D. Mass. Apr. 1, 2015), ECF No. 3-1 (identifying three different brokerage accounts used in insider trading scheme).
411. See U.S. SENT’G GUIDELINES MANUAL §§ 3B1.1, 3B1.3, 3C1.1 (U.S. SENT’G COMM’N 2018) (providing adjustments to the offense level based on the defendant’s role in committing the offense such as aggravating role, abuse of position of trust, use of special skill, and obstructing and impeding the administration of justice).
But insider trading can also be a far simpler affair. A company employee may learn of an impending transaction and make a rash decision to buy shares.\textsuperscript{412} He (or occasionally she)\textsuperscript{413} may tip the information to a friend, who may earn a small profit.\textsuperscript{414} In a rational insider trading enforcement system, larger and more sophisticated schemes should be more likely to be subject criminal enforcement than smaller, less sophisticated one-off transactions.

The evidence suggests that enforcers reliably draw these distinctions. Civil insider trading cases typically involve a single incident of insider trading as opposed to systematic attempts to obtain and deploy MNPI. As shown in Table 9, nearly 80 percent of civil enforcement actions involve a single insider trading episode, with mean (median) events of 2.6 (1).\textsuperscript{415} By contrast, the mean for criminal cases is 5.1, with a median of 3. While the differences between civil and criminal enforcement actions are significant, it is important to observe that the alleged activity may not be the best measure of the actual number of insider trading incidents. Proof problems or strategic litigation decisions may cause enforcers to allege fewer incidents than the number for which they have some evidence. Charging practices might also understate the differences between civil and criminal cases. Prosecutors may, for example, lodge fewer charges against cooperating witnesses in order to affect sentencing calculations. Still, the available evidence suggests purely civil cases generally involve less serious violations. Overall, 79.7

\textsuperscript{412} See, e.g., Complaint ¶¶ 1–12, SEC v. Pupynin, No. 14-cv-07482 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 16, 2014), ECF No. 1 (alleging that an IT employee at a law firm illegally purchased stock and stock options in companies that the law firm represented prior to their impending deal announcements).

\textsuperscript{413} Insider trading defendants are overwhelmingly (95 percent) men. See supra Table 1 (showing that male defendants constitute 93.2 percent of civil enforcement cases and 97.3 percent of criminal enforcement cases).


\textsuperscript{415} The mean in civil enforcement actions is skewed by a single case in which employees of a credit card processing company were alleged to have used MNPI to trade on 140 separate occasions. See Complaint ¶¶ 1–5, SEC v. Huang, No. 15-cv-00269 (E.D. Pa. Jan. 21, 2015), ECF No. 1. Without that case, the mean for civil cases would be 1.6.
percent of civil cases with a single insider trading event involved MNPI about an impending M&A transaction, the quintessential one-off, opportunistic trade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 9</th>
<th>Alleged Insider Trading Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel A</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Events **</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncriminal</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Size ***</td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>7.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncriminal</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel B</strong></td>
<td><strong>Count</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Shares Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncriminal</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options/Other Derivatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncriminal</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Trading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncriminal</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Shares &amp; Options</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncriminal</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concealment/Obstruction***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncriminal</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance: * = 0.05 ** = 0.01 *** = 0.001

Source: SEC Litigation Releases and filed case documents.
In cases without criminal enforcement, the mean (median) size of the insider trading network was 3.92 (3) individuals. In criminal cases, by contrast, the mean (median) network contained 7.5 (5) traders. In other words, the insider trading that is subject to civil enforcement typically involves a small group of often closely linked individuals. For a standard scenario, consider the case of Loretta Itri, an executive of Genta, Inc., a now bankrupt biopharmaceutical company.416 In October 2009, Genta announced that its Phase 3 trial for a melanoma drug in development had not shown any statistically significant benefit.417 Given Genta’s size and its reliance on the drug, the company’s stock price dropped 70 percent after the announcement.418 A day before, Dr. Itri disclosed the results to her friend and medical school classmate who in turn tipped his patient.419 As is typical for civil cases, Dr. Itri learned one piece of MNPI.420 There was no scheme to traffic in multiple pieces of MNPI.

One proxy for sophistication is the type of security traded. The least sophisticated traders employing MNPI are most likely to trade common shares, even though options or other derivatives might yield greater returns. Enforcement actions against such traders are significantly more likely to be civil rather than criminal. As Table 9 shows, more than 60 percent of defendants in civil cases traded only common stock, compared to just 35 percent of criminal defendants. With larger, more complex networks, criminal defendants are more likely to be either tippers or SMPs, who trade not for their own accounts but for the accounts of their firm or their clients.

A final significant difference between criminal and civil enforcement is the frequency of allegations that the defendants took steps to conceal their activity or obstruct the investigation. Table 9 shows that these allegations are made against a

---

417. See id. at 4–5.
418. See id. at 5.
419. Dr. Moskowitz allegedly advised three other unspecified individuals to sell Genta stock after learning MNPI from Dr. Itri. The SEC did not pursue claims against those individuals. Id. at 8–9.
420. See id. at 8.
significantly higher percentage of criminal defendants (63.1 percent) than civil ones (36.9 percent). Typical examples include trading through unrelated or offshore accounts, using disposable cell phones, communicating in code language, and lying to investigators or destroying documents. Facts like these are important in criminal cases, where the government is required to prove that the defendant acted willfully. Courts generally require the defendant’s awareness that she was engaged in a wrongful or unlawful act. Elaborate efforts to avoid detection provide circumstantial evidence of willfulness. Likewise, actions to cover-up wrongdoing in the face of an investigation may be admissible as evidence of the defendant’s consciousness of guilt, further bolstering the government’s case.

D. Tippers, Tippees, and Remote Tippees

The most rudimentary insider trading cases involve a single individual who learns MNPI and trades on it. An only slightly more complicated case involves an individual who learns MNPI and, rather than or in addition to trading, passes it on to another who trades. If the original source was Level 0, the immediate tippee is Level 1. Level 1 defendants might also be thought to include individuals who misappropriate information from a source to whom they owe a duty.

421. See cases cited supra notes 407–410.
423. See United States v. Kaiser, 609 F.3d 556, 569 (2d Cir. 2010) (concluding that willfulness only requires an awareness of the general wrongfulness, not unlawfulness, of conduct); United States v. Cassese, 428 F.3d 92, 88 (2d Cir. 2005) (defining willfulness as “a realization on the defendant’s part that he was doing a wrongful act” (quoting United States v. Peltz, 433 F.2d 48, 55 (2d Cir. 1970))).
424. See United States v. Blackwell, 459 F.3d 739, 761 (6th Cir. 2006) (finding that spoilation of evidence is relevant to consciousness of guilt); United States v. Martoma, No. 12-cr-00973, 2014 WL 31700, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 6, 2014) (“Evidence of a party’s consciousness of guilt may be relevant if reasonable inferences can be drawn from it and if the evidence is probative of guilt.” (quoting United States v. Perez, 387 F.3d 201, 209 (2d Cir.2004))).
From those simple cases, it is easy to increase the complexity. There could be multiple Level 0 sources or multiple Level 1 tippees, all of whom learned the MNPI from the same source. Any of the Level 1 tippees could pass the MNPI to a Level 2 tippee, and any of those could pass it to a Level 3 tippee and so on. Generally speaking, any tippee who receives the information from another tippee is defined as a remote tippee. Theoretically, the chain could continue indefinitely.

Since the early 1980s, the Supreme Court’s *Dirks v. SEC* decision governed tipper-tippee liability. It requires that the tipper receives a direct or indirect personal benefit for the tip. For much of that time, proving benefit was not difficult, with courts often accepting that rather tenuous benefits satisfied the *Dirks* standard. Indeed, the standard was so weak that in many cases in the dataset there was no alleged benefit. In 2014, however, the Second Circuit decided *United States v. Newman*, a case involving Level 3 and 4 tippees. There, the court tightened the benefit requirement. Inferring a benefit from a gift of insider information, the court held, was only permissible if the government could prove “a meaningfully close personal relationship that generates an exchange that is objective, consequential, and represents at least a potential gain of a pecuniary or similarly valuable nature.”

*Newman* spawned a cottage industry of commentary, with various takes on the correctness of the decision and its potential
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427. See *id.* at 663–64 (stating that the initial inquiry is “whether the insider receives a direct or indirect personal benefit from the disclosure”).
428. See *United States v. Jiau*, 734 F.3d 147, 153 (2d Cir. 2013) (stating that personal benefit included free meals, jars of honey, and live lobsters).
431. See *id.* at 443 (“Newman and Chiasson were several steps removed from the corporate insiders and there was no evidence that either was aware of the source of the inside information.”).
432. *Id.*
impact on enforcers. Some thought the decision was appropriate because enforcers pursued overly aggressive actions against individuals far removed from the source of the information. In 2016, the Supreme Court reaffirmed Dirks’ gift test. The Second Circuit continued to debate what if anything remained of the stricter scrutiny Newman signaled.

The concern exhibited about remote tippees, however, is wildly out of proportion to their actual significance in insider trading enforcement actions. As shown in Table 10, a little over 71 percent of defendants are Level 0 or 1, that is, individuals who were either the original source of the MPNI or learned of it directly from that source. In other words, seven out of ten defendants are not remote tippees. When remote tippees do appear in enforcement cases, they are typically not far removed from the original source. Over 72 percent of remote tippees are Level 2 tippees, individuals who are only one step removed from the original source of the information. Indeed, more than 92 percent of defendants are Level 2 or closer. In the sample, there were only thirty-seven defendants who were Level 3 or beyond.

433. See Michael D. Guttentag, Selective Disclosure and Insider Trading, 69 FLA. L. REV. 519, 569–70 (2017) (concluding that the personal benefit test is no longer useful and necessary to find tipper-tippee liability); see generally Nagy, supra note 115, at 28–29 (discussing the implications of the Salman case).

434. See Macey, supra note 30, at 68–69 (stating that Newman recognized the valid reasons why corporate insiders would disclose MNPI to capital market participants in advance of its general release to the public).


Table 10
Insider Trading Defendant Levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Pre-Newman</th>
<th>Post-Newman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>(32.47)</td>
<td>137 (33.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>(38.92)</td>
<td>154 (38.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>(20.65)</td>
<td>77 (19.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>(5.16)</td>
<td>24 (5.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>(2.58)</td>
<td>12 (2.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(0.22)</td>
<td>1 (0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results are consistent with the view that enforcers tend to pursue relatively routine cases where the likelihood of liability is higher. Even before *Newman*, the farther the defendant was from the source of the information, the harder it was for enforcers to show the elements for tipper-tippee liability. But even more importantly, these results demonstrate that enforcers are responsive to judicial efforts to rein in what they perceive to be aggressive enforcement efforts. Before *Newman*, cases against tippees who were Level 3 or greater were rare, occurring in just 9.1 percent of cases. After *Newman*, civil or criminal enforcement authorities did not file a single action against such a defendant. After *Newman*, the only cases in the dataset that civil and criminal enforcement authorities brought against remote tippees were against Level 2 traders.

Given the anecdotal evidence regarding enforcers’ risk aversion, it seems reasonable to attribute the relative paucity of cases against remote tippees to their reluctance to bring risky cases. In civil cases in the dataset involving Level 0–2 defendants, the SEC prevailed in 93.5 percent of the cases. When it pursued actions against Level 3–5 defendants, its win rate dropped to 83.8 percent, a difference that is significant at less than 5 percent. The same is true in criminal cases. Prosecutors obtained convictions or pleas in over 90 percent of the cases they brought against Level 0 or 1 defendants. Those rates dropped to 79.0 percent for Level 2 defendants, 64.7 percent for Level 3 defendants, and 28.6 percent for Level 4 defendants. In other words, *Newman* appears to have

---

437. Prosecutors did not charge any defendants beyond Level 4.
reinforced the already strong incentives not to pursue cases against remote tippees. These data, in other words, provide strong evidence for the law-making partnership model that Professors Fisch and Nagy have articulated.\textsuperscript{438}

\textbf{E. Insider Trading Profits}

As Table 11 shows, on average criminal cases involve more profitable insider trading episodes than civil ones. There are no significant differences in the traders’ direct profits between these subsets. But with the larger networks and increased presence of SMPs in criminal cases, the downstream profits—defined as the sum of profits earned by all individuals who traded on the information as a result of a direct or indirect tip from the defendant—are significantly larger. Downstream tippees in criminal cases have mean profits of around $7.05 million, compared to $1.55 million in civil cases.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{ l c c c }
\hline
\textbf{Alleged Profits in Insider Trading Enforcement Actions} & \textbf{Mean} & \textbf{Median} & \textbf{SD} \\
\hline
\textit{Direct Profits} & 992.68 & 58.87 & 7,365.75 \\
\textit{Criminal} & 817.97 & 130.75 & 2,749.51 \\
\textit{Noncriminal} & 1,105.62 & 46.73 & 9,194.64 \\
\hline
\textit{Downstream Profits ***} & 3,689.65 & 5.55 & 20,434.800 \\
\textit{Criminal} & 7,046.95 & 642.98 & 24,318.00 \\
\textit{Noncriminal} & 1,555.37 & 0.00 & 17,235.00 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Significance: * = 0.05 ** = 0.01 *** = 0.001
Source: SEC Litigation Releases and filed case documents. Profits are in constant 2016 dollars reported in thousands.

What is even more notable than the disparities between civil and criminal cases are how skewed the data on insider trading profits are. The average direct profit for the sample is $992,680, but the median profit is only $58,870. In part, this is

\textsuperscript{438} See supra Part II.B.
due to the presence of a significant number of tippers, who often have no alleged trading profits. But it is also the case that most defendants earn comparatively small profits while a handful of traders earn substantial ones. The interquartile range for direct profits is $11,586 to $261,821. By contrast, the 99th percentile is $16.6 million. Or, to put it another way, the total direct profit of all insider trading defendants in the sample was $457.6 million. A subset of just five traders (about 1 percent of the sample) had direct profits totaling $255.7 million, or 55.9 percent of the total.

Although not as skewed as direct profits, the same general pattern applies to downstream profits. Indeed, the median downstream profit in civil cases is $0, further supporting the hypothesis that civil cases tend to involve one-off claims against individuals rather than systematic schemes involving networks of traders. Overall, the interquartile range for downstream profits is $0 to $656,826. The 99th percentile is one-hundred times larger at $65.6 million.

It is the cases with small direct and downstream profits that dominate the civil cases settled within thirty days of filing. Recall that nearly half of the SEC’s cases settle within that short timeframe.\(^{439}\) Given the small amounts at stake in these cases and the high costs of litigation, it seems reasonable to assume that enforcement officials can anticipate that defendants will be willing to settle them expeditiously. The mean (median) direct profits for defendants in those cases is $118,505 ($37,657). The median defendant in these cases was a solitary trader who did not tip and who therefore generated no downstream profits. In short, the SEC’s insider trading enforcement docket is dominated by defendants who earned small profits from their own trading and who settle quickly.

**F. Are Criminal Cases Different?**

Are criminal prosecutions reserved for more serious cases of insider trading, as the foregoing univariate data suggest? Table 12 reports the results of a logistic regression with criminal enforcement as the dependent variable. The results show

\(^{439}\) See supra Table 7.
significant differences between civil and criminal cases, which suggest that criminal actions are generally reserved for more serious insider trading episodes. All else being equal, defendants who participate in larger networks and obtain larger direct and downstream profits have significantly greater odds of being criminally prosecuted. The significant result for Level reflects the same association between complex trading networks and the likelihood of criminal prosecution. Facts suggesting knowingly wrongful conduct also increase the likelihood of criminal prosecution. The odds that defendants who are alleged to have engaged in attempts to conceal their activities or obstruct an investigation will face criminal prosecution are about four times higher than those without such allegations. More sophisticated defendants (as measured by the kinds of securities traded) face higher odds of criminal prosecution as well.

The regression results only partially support the rhetoric that criminal prosecutions target the “most advantaged, privileged, and wealthy insiders in modern finance.” This is certainly true of SMPs, whose odds of facing criminal prosecution are over four times greater than the reference category of miscellaneous defendants. There is similarly some evidence that criminal enforcement authorities target substantial fiduciary breaches. Lawyers alleged to have engaged in insider trading are six times more likely than other defendants to face criminal prosecution, although that correlation is only significant at 10 percent. But there is no statistically significant relationship between criminal prosecution and being a director or officer, a result that may be driven by the paucity of such defendants in the dataset.

While it is certainly possible to question the resources the SEC devotes to small insider trading matters and whether that allocation makes sense in light of the agency’s deterrence and other goals, the evidence at least suggests a reasonable allocation between civil and criminal cases. The SEC focuses its
efforts on smaller, often opportunistic cases where there seems little risk that the defendants will have the opportunity to engage in future violations. After all, how many times will a middle manager learn that his company is about to be acquired? If enforcers make the decision to pursue such cases, civil, rather than criminal, enforcement seems entirely appropriate.

This analysis also suggests that market participants have relatively clear notice of the activities that will lead to criminal enforcement. Criminal enforcement is more likely to target more systematic and sophisticated insider trading episodes and those where the profits were higher. Consistent with enforcement rhetoric, SMPs should be aware that they face a much higher likelihood of prosecution than other market participants.

G. The SEC and Low Hanging Fruit

A good deal of the univariate data reported in this section suggests that the SEC pursues relatively straightforward cases that it believes will be resolved quickly and easily. The SEC cases are dominated by isolated instances of opportunistic trading. They often involve mid-level employees or their friends and family, come from referrals from FINRA, and have relatively small profits. But for SEC attorneys to target incidents they think will be resolved without much litigation effort requires that they have the ability to identify observable case characteristics associated with quick settlements. Are there pre-filing case characteristics that are correlated with the length of litigation?

To analyze that question, I ran linear regressions with Civil Case Length (the time in days from the date the SEC files the complaint until the final judgment is entered) as the dependent variable. The only variables included in the analysis (with one exception) are those SEC enforcers could observe prior to case filing. The exception is whether there is a criminal enforcement action involving the same defendant, which may not be filed until after the SEC action. Criminal cases, however, almost invariably result in the stay of civil proceedings, making criminal enforcement a necessary control variable. The results appear in Table 13.
There are two main results for Model 1. First, Civil Case Length is positively correlated with the total profits the defendants in the insider trading network earned. Not surprisingly, the larger the profits the longer the case takes to resolve, all else being equal. Second, cases with FINRA referrals settle much more quickly. On average, a case with a FINRA referral is resolved 153 days faster (about five months) than cases without such referrals. That means SEC enforcement attorneys can reliably predict that the small cases they get from FINRA will be resolved quickly, with minimal post-filing effort and with little risk of loss.

But the ease with which the SEC can expect to settle a case will likely depend not just on these isolated factors, but on a combination of case characteristics. To test this theory, Model 2 contains interaction terms for two key variables—the type of security the defendant traded and the nature of the MNPI. In Model 2, both Total Profit and FINRA remain significant and with the same sign as Model 1. But Model 2 also contains evidence that the SEC has the ability to identify case characteristics that are correlated with speed of resolution. Cases that feature common share trading before M&A activity settle significantly more quickly than other cases. The same is true of cases involving defendants who trade either common shares or a combination of shares and options before product approval announcements.

### Table 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1 Coef.</th>
<th>Robust SE</th>
<th>Model 2 Coef.</th>
<th>Robust SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defendant Type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer/Director</td>
<td>138.479</td>
<td>(117.781)</td>
<td>128.741</td>
<td>(122.537)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Employee</td>
<td>-24.859</td>
<td>(104.257)</td>
<td>-46.040</td>
<td>(104.549)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMP</td>
<td>107.820</td>
<td>(97.580)</td>
<td>79.531</td>
<td>(100.470)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawyer</td>
<td>-9.472</td>
<td>(149.013)</td>
<td>-47.190</td>
<td>(155.277)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Professional</td>
<td>-96.642</td>
<td>(99.254)</td>
<td>-111.978</td>
<td>(101.113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends &amp; Family</td>
<td>93.365</td>
<td>(89.476)</td>
<td>84.685</td>
<td>(93.0523)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Criminal Enforcement</strong></td>
<td>234.955</td>
<td>(74.814)**</td>
<td>254.608</td>
<td>(74.875)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Model 1 Coef.</td>
<td>Model 1 Robust SE</td>
<td>Model 2 Coef.</td>
<td>Model 2 Robust SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINRA</td>
<td>-152.675</td>
<td>(56.128)**</td>
<td>-149.393</td>
<td>(56.152)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORSA</td>
<td>94.587</td>
<td>(56.020)</td>
<td>91.596</td>
<td>(56.275)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>77.328</td>
<td>(60.654)</td>
<td>59.334</td>
<td>(63.491)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Events</td>
<td>-1.957</td>
<td>(1.247)</td>
<td>-1.517</td>
<td>(1.353)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Size</td>
<td>-4.892</td>
<td>(6.199)</td>
<td>-1.164</td>
<td>(6.351)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>-1.968</td>
<td>(30.201)</td>
<td>-4.548</td>
<td>(30.379)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concealment/Obstruction Security</td>
<td>27.766</td>
<td>(54.204)</td>
<td>33.195</td>
<td>(55.046)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Shares</td>
<td>46.888</td>
<td>(69.786)</td>
<td>537.340</td>
<td>(212.290)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options/Derivatives</td>
<td>121.326</td>
<td>(99.059)</td>
<td>355.951</td>
<td>(318.866)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Shares &amp; Options</td>
<td>88.942</td>
<td>(81.395)</td>
<td>223.577</td>
<td>(147.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNPI</td>
<td>152.188</td>
<td>(133.477)</td>
<td>117.693</td>
<td>(114.575)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;A Activity</td>
<td>-182.358</td>
<td>(121.586)</td>
<td>277.061</td>
<td>(122.671)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Approval</td>
<td>-191.357</td>
<td>(157.201)</td>
<td>248.662</td>
<td>(190.556)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial x Common Shares</td>
<td>-365.929</td>
<td>(235.156)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial x</td>
<td>-127.147</td>
<td>(350.019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options/Derivative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial x Common Shares &amp; Options</td>
<td>114.362</td>
<td>(176.046)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;A x Common Shares</td>
<td>-566.695</td>
<td>(207.147)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;A x Options/Derivative</td>
<td>-315.768</td>
<td>(331.801)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;A x Common Shares &amp; Options</td>
<td>-222.253</td>
<td>(168.796)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Approval x Common Shares</td>
<td>-571.942</td>
<td>(279.855)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Approval x</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>(omitted)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options/Derivative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Approval x Common Shares &amp; Options</td>
<td>-448.489</td>
<td>(224.441)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-95.440</td>
<td>(219.761)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>403</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r^2 )</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance: * = 0.05 ** = 0.01 *** = 0.001
As discussed in Part V, these cases tend to involve indisputable MNPI. M&A cases dominate the SEC docket.\textsuperscript{441} These factors, along with the fact that the SEC tends to pursue cases with comparatively small profits involving trading exclusively in common shares,\textsuperscript{442} typically by lower level employees and their friends and families,\textsuperscript{443} all support the same hypothesis. Not only does the SEC have the ability to identify obvious cases of insider trading that are likely to settle quickly, but these cases dominate the SEC’s docket. To be sure, the reasons that shape SEC case selection remain uncertain. This pattern of cases could just as easily support an inference of an administrative agency looking to pad its enforcement statistics or conserve scarce trial resources as it could loss averse enforcement personnel making overly conservative case choices. Perhaps all of these factors are at work. But the bottom line remains the same—civil insider trading enforcement focuses predominantly on the lowest hanging fruit.

\textbf{VIII. Conclusion}

There is a large gap in the debate on insider trading enforcement. The enforcement rhetoric focuses on policing market fairness by targeting SMPs and other elite market participants. Academic critiques vary, alternatively portraying a largely untethered insider trading doctrine that enforcers use to expand their power and discretion or enforcers, beset with agency cost problems, that bring simple, easily resolved cases to create the appearance of vigorous enforcement.

This Article has sought to close that gap by a careful analysis of insider trading enforcement data. The overall pattern that emerges from these data is clear. Enforcement authorities concentrate their efforts on cases involving unquestionable MNPI. For the most part, they focus on traditional fiduciary or other duties of trust and confidence,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{441} See supra Table 2.
  \item \textsuperscript{442} See supra Table 9 (showing that 34.5 percent of criminal cases and 60.36 percent of noncriminal cases involved trading exclusive in common shares).
  \item \textsuperscript{443} See supra Table 8 (showing that 38.06 percent of overall cases involved trading with friends and families).
\end{itemize}
although civil enforcement authorities appear more willing to expansively apply Rule 10b5-2. Both civil and criminal enforcers appear to focus their efforts on fairly routine cases of insider trading. Especially on the civil side, those cases typically are brought against mid-level employees and their friends and family, who have earned comparatively low profits usually in one-off transactions rather than through systematic insider trading schemes. These cases are routinely settled within days of filing. Enforcers infrequently bring claims against remote tippees and carve back on such cases when they perceive stricter scrutiny from the judiciary. There are significant differences between criminal and civil cases, with the former focusing largely on what appear to be more serious insider trading episodes.

None of these data suggest any meaningful doctrinal overreach, and thus there seems little reason to define these elements more precisely via specific statutory language. Indeed, the pattern of cases suggests that market participants can anticipate with a fair degree of certainty the kinds of activities that will be subject to governmental enforcement, both civilly and criminally. And, if anything, the data suggest that the SEC focuses too many of its enforcement resources on the least sophisticated episodes of insider trading. The analysis here shows that the agency devotes a substantial portion of its resources to cases that it can anticipate will settle quickly and easily. These enforcement practices raise substantial concerns about the deterrent impact of the SEC’s insider trading cases.

This Article has only begun to analyze insider trading enforcement and many questions remain unanswered. Future research, for example, can analyze how insider trading is punished and whether the panoply of available penalties—incarceration, supervised release, disgorgement, and civil and criminal fines—are employed consistently across defendants. To the extent that researchers can gain access to SRO referrals or SEC investigative files, they could better analyze how cases are selected for enforcement. A larger dataset extending over multiple administrations may also reveal the extent to which enforcement priorities shift over time.
## Appendix: Data Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category/Variable</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Litigation Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINRA</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>1 if FINRA made a referral to the SEC and 0 otherwise.</td>
<td>SEC Litigation Releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>1 if the FBI or US Attorneys made a referral to the SEC and 0 otherwise.</td>
<td>SEC Litigation Releases; US Department of Justice Press releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORSA</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>1 if the Options Regulatory Authority made a referral to the SEC and 0 otherwise.</td>
<td>SEC Litigation Releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Abuse</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>1 if the SEC’s Market Abuse Unit assisted in the investigation and 0 otherwise.</td>
<td>SEC Litigation Releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Time in days between first alleged insider trading incident and filing of first action against defendant.</td>
<td>SEC Complaint; SEC Order Instituting Proceedings; Criminal Indictment or Information; <em>Bloomberg Dockets</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Length</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Time in days from when the action is commenced until the final judgment (civil cases), sentencing (criminal cases), or other resolution (administrative actions).</td>
<td>SEC Complaint; SEC Order Instituting Proceedings; Criminal Indictment or Information; <em>Bloomberg Dockets</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcement Type</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>Indicator variable for any of the following</td>
<td><em>Bloomberg Dockets</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
potential enforcement types: (1) civil only; (2) criminal only; (3) SEC administrative action only; (4) civil and criminal; (5) civil and administrative; (6) civil, criminal, and administrative, and (7) criminal and administrative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defendant Characteristics</th>
<th>Defendant Type</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indicator variable for the following categories of defendants, defined through either their relationship to the source of the information or through their occupation: (1) Officers and Directors; (2) Other Employee; (3) Securities Market Professional (SMP); (4) Lawyer; (5) Other Professional; (6) Friends and Family; or (7) Other. Officers and Directors include only members of the board and the most senior executives of the firm, including the CEO, CFO, COO, and the General Counsel.</td>
<td>Male or female defendant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Profits</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>The total profits the named defendant is alleged to have earned from improper insider trading activity in inflation-adjusted 2016 dollars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream Profits</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>The total profits of all traders who learned, either directly or indirectly, the MNPI from the named defendant in inflation-adjusted 2016 dollars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of Allegations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basis of Liability</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>Activity in which defendant was alleged to have engaged: (1) trading; (2) tipping only; (3) trading after tip; and (4) trading and tipping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Events</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>The number of separate incidents of trading or tipping associated with each piece of MNPI in the defendant’s possession. For example, if the defendant learns a single piece of MNPI and trades on it, IT Events will be 1 regardless of how the trader divides up the trading activity. If the trader also tips a single individual, IT Events will equal 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Size</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>The number of individuals participating in the alleged insider trading scheme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>Indicator variable defining the securities the defendant either purchased or sold: (1) common shares only; (2) options or other derivative securities; (3) a combination of common shares and options; or (4) no trading. The no trading category is used in two situations: (1) defendants who tip but do not trade or (2) defendants who do not trade for their own account. The latter category would include, for example, a hedge fund portfolio manager who traded for his or her fund but not for his or her own account. If the defendant had multiple insider trading events, only the largest trade (measured by profit) was coded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concealment/Obstruction</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>1 if there is any allegation of such conduct and 0 otherwise. Examples include using</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level</strong></td>
<td><strong>Continuous</strong></td>
<td><strong>Measure of the defendant’s distance from the original source of the information. 0 represents the original source of the information. 1 includes both direct tippees and those who misappropriate information from the original source.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MNPI</strong></td>
<td><strong>Categorical</strong></td>
<td><strong>Indicator variable defining the type of material nonpublic information the defendant possessed. The categories are as follows: (1) M&amp;A activity; (2) financial information; (3) product approval; or (4) other. If the defendant had multiple insider trading events, only the largest trade (measured by profit) was coded.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industry</strong></td>
<td><strong>Categorical</strong></td>
<td><strong>Industry in which the company operated. If the defendant had multiple insider trading events, only the largest trade (measured by profit) was coded.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duty</strong></td>
<td><strong>Categorical</strong></td>
<td><strong>In misappropriation cases, the nature of the</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The categories are as follows: (1) employment; (2) other traditional fiduciary duties (including, lawyer-client or doctor-patient); (3) family relationship; (4) friendship; (5) confidentiality agreement; or (6) other. Instituting Proceedings; Criminal Indictment or Information.